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Abstract

This study describes historical and contemporary Rocky Cree

skin preparation procedures used for moccasin production and

artículates the difficultíes and prospect,s of maint,aining

tradítional approaches to moose skin preparation procedures by the
inhabitants of Nelson House, Manitoba. The research ínvolves the
analysis of the various socioeconomic and envirorunental factors
which impact the maintenance and development of a sustainable
traditional moccasin economy.

The objectives of t,his study are to identify and describe the
varíous steps involved in the moose skin preparation proeess, and

then to analyze the various fact.ors that influence or inhíbit the
survival of such processes in order t,o assess the prospects for a

viable traditional Rocky Cree moccasin economy.

Skin preparation techniques are collected through

participant-observatíon and interviews in order to discover what.

factors or influences either preserve or discourage each stage of
traditional Rocky Cree skin preparation. Experienced skin
preparers are identified and used as key informants. They provide
details on the entire skin preparation process including
information on scraping technigues, tools, materials,
environmental and resource problems and prospecÈs, and smoke

tanning concerns.

An analysis of skin preparation procedures reveal social,
economíc, and environmental factors influencing the sustainability
of Rocky Cree skin preparation methods which have far reaching
implications for the Rocky Cree traditional moccasin craft
economy. the results provide additional irnplications for Rocky
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Cree cultural evolution, economic development, and land-use. In
addition, this study clarifies the cultural value and the

socioeconomic role and importance of the traditional Rocky Cree

moccasin craft economy to the overall Ne1son House economy. This

study may provide valuable information to anthropologists,
ethnologists, folklorist,s, curators, northern educators,

zoologists, and those interested in the economics and processes of
northern craft industries.
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CHAPTER T. ]NTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

until the 1950,s, the Rocky cree of Nelson House, Manitoba
lived a relativery isolated lifestyle with few È,ies to the
provincial economy and cultures (social 6. Economic rmpact study
Team, L974' PP-33). They depended on local forest and river
resources using few trade goods. This stability trras reflected in
the lack of change in traditional Rocky cree skin preparation
techniques and the resulting traditionar skin clothing. As spence
(Pers. comm. August 1-9, 1995) recounted, ,,Everyone used
traditionally tanned clothing when r was a young man. There r¡rere
no running shoes and not' too many boots. Everyone hrore moccasins
tanned from moose hides. " During the rast two decad.es, a rarge

l

I array of external forces al-tered the Rocky Cree Èraditional
:

economy- The cree peopre of Manitoba were subjected to a
bewildering procession of out.side inÈerests as a result of the
impacts of non-.Aborigina1 influence, particularly hydro flood.ing,
and the construction of all weather roads into the conmunity.
These non-Aboriginal infruences altered the Rocky cree traditional
economy' lifestyle and material culture (social & Economic rmpact
study Team, rg74; Hulr I Lgg[l . The Rocky cree \irere forced to
respond to these changíng externalities and influences brought on
by a peirnanent Euro-Canadian presence by adopting and adapting to
new technology, and a dramatically changed physical environment.
As a result, the Rocky cree modified their sociar, poritical,
economic, spiritual and cultural institutions (Rupert,s Land
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Research center, l,ggz). Many researchers, including Mason (Lg67,) |
smith (1981)' and Honigmann (1956, l-981) believed that, the demand
for a traditionally prepared cree clothing disíntegrated in the
face of Euro-canadian clothing competition, the lure of wage
labor' movement into perlnanent communities, and devastating
environmental changes caused by economic development such as hydro
flooding, mining and l-umbering. Today, simirar influences have
placed a great deal of pressure on the survival of a variety of
materiar culture components incruding traditionar skin preparation
processes. This study examines the affects of these contemporary
changes on the historicar variations of tradítional skin
preparation processes used to prepare hides for clothing and craft
items.

The continuation of rapidly changing social structures,
environmenÈs, lifestyles, and economies makes it critical to study
these issues while the people with the skirls are st.i1l riving.
Despite the fact, that the technique of preparing skíns is still
practiced, the peopre knowredgeable about skin preparation
techniques are passing away at an alarming rate. Today, for
instance, only a few cree skin preparers from Nelson House prepare
tradit'ional skins on a regurar basis, whire others, influenced by
economic and laborsaving benefits, have decided to have their
skins commerciarly tanned in ÌÍinnipeg (Moore, pers. comm. r 199s;
Dumas, Pers. comm. I Lg96l. These and other influences are arso
evident in some of the contemporary modifications to the
traditional materiars and processes used to prepare skins for
clothing or other crafts.

rt is irnportant that these factors be documented and
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described at this time- The irnportance of such studies contributes
to t'he cross-cultural understanding of Rocky cree life. This study
may also help botanists to understand prant use in Native skin
craft and to include these descriptions in future prant
ídentification books. rn addition, preserving the technical and
behaviorar details of this endangered craft and art form would
enable further anarysis by future generations documenting the
entire skin preparation product,ion activities of the Rocky cree.
such document'ation would preserve a component of traditionar Rocky
cree life and would protect an aspecÈ of indigenous knowledge
embedded in the remaining moccasin producers in Nerson House
society.

1.1 Background of fnvestigator

r became i-nterested in traditionally prepared skin crothing
during my involvemenÈ in field research at cross lake First Nation
and Nelson House Fírst Nation, Manitoba, under the direction of
Dr- Ji1I oakes. During the course of my fieldwork, r became ahrare
of the many techniques, probrems and prospects invorved in
traditional moose skin preparation procedures in the moccasin
production process- As r further investígated the intricacies,
technology, and dilemmas surrounding this craft, it became evident
that the various steps invorved in the skin preparation process of
the Nelson House cree ü¡ere never examined due to the fact that the
Rocky cree have simpry never been described in any rigorous way by
ethnographers (Burch, LgTg; smith, 1981). King (1gg1) attribures
this deficit of Rocky cree ethnographic research to the problem of
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studying subarctic material culture which is often perceived as an

extension of the material culture of other areas of North.America,
such as the Northeast or hloodlands. rn addition, the crafts and

the artwork of many subarctic groups such as the Cree, Dene and

Naskapi are often overshadowed by collections from the Arctic and

Northwest CoasÈ in terms of supposed beauty, ingenuity and

interest. This has meant that even the unique features of
subarctic material culture have tended to be deemphasized and

given subordinate status to the materials of other cultural groups

(King, 1991). However, Conn (1991), and Thompson (1990) have

attempted to alter this imbalance with recent research on

traditional subarct.ic ctoÈhing.

Therefore, the value and benefits of such a study seemed to
me both important and obviousi researchers would find merit in the
examinat,ion of a traditional craft industry which has been

inadeguately documentedi and the community of Nelson House would

acquire the benefit of a thorough analysis of the many factors
effecting this important traditional craft. More specifically,
this research would help fill the knowledge gaps in the
techniques, decision-making, information processing, and the
Indigenous knowledge base of traditional Rocky Cree moccasin

production.

1.2 Purpose of Èhe Investigation

The purpose of this investigation is to record and analyze

the various environmental, sociocultural, and economic factors
influencing traditional moose skin preparation procedures used in
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traditional moccasin production by the Rocky Cree of Nelson House,

Manitoba. This study determines the hurdles that hinder the
sustainability of a traditional moose skin preparation process for
the production of moccasins in Nelson House.

1.3 Objectives of the Investigation

My overall research objectives are to: a) identify and

describe the various technical aspects of t'he many historical and

contemporary steps involved in the moose preparation process in
order that all factors and influences at each stage of skin
preparation can be determined;

b) to analyze the various factors that either influence the
maintenance and development or Èhat inhíbit and pose threats at
each step in the traditional Rocky cree moose skin preparation
process i

c)to survey and identify those within the community who are
interested in maint,aining and developing traditional moose skín
preparation processes in order to assess the prospects for a

sustainable traditional Rocky Cree moose skin preparaÈion economyi

and,

d) to discuss the implications that the perceived challenges
t,o skin preparatíon have on cultural evolutíon, economic

development, and land use.

1.4 Justification for the Investigation

Source material and ethnographic research for many Cree
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groups has been extremely linited (Burch, LgTg; smith, 1gg1). Most
research into Cree skin preparation procedures has been completed
on either the shrampy cree by Rogers (Lg67l, skinner (1911) and
Honignnann (1953, 1956t ]gízl, or Èhe prains cree by Jenness
(L932 ), Mandelbaurn (L9791 , Buck and Ahenakew (L972,) | and the
saskatcheurän rndían Arts and crafts Advisory committee (tg7 4') .

There is litt1e documented on Rocky Cree material culture (Burch,
L979) except by Brightman (19g9). However, Brightrnan does not
document Rocky Cree skin preparation procedures. fn addition, the
Nelson House Rocky cree skin preparation procedures have never
been documented.

As a resurt, this study is the first definitive research
completed on Rocky Cree moose tanning techniques. This analysis of
tradit,ional moose skin preparation procedures will arlow for
future reconstruction and preservation of this endangered craft,
and will allow researchers to address questions of culture change,
information processing and decision-making among the Rocky cree.
This research wilL contribute to a number of areas of Cree skin
clothing inquiry, and will improve our understanding of the
differences and simirarities of how traditional tanníng is
approached and conducted by Manitoba's different Cree communit,ies.
This study will arso add new components to the Rocky cree
narratives provided by Brightman (1989) and will build on the work
of King (1991) and Tracy (i.991) sÈudying the economic act.ivity of
tradit,ional craft economies.

Questions which may be answered by this proposal include: How

does traditíonar Rocky cree meose skin preparation techniques
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persist in the continuing transformation of culture traditions?
How has the environment affected the sustainability of skin
preparation? $Ihat is the value of the traditionar clothing
production in relation to the overall economy of the NeLson House
region and can these values be discussed in terms of sustainable
development planning. Ìühat is the effect of both renewable and
non-reneh¡ab1e resource-based activities and locally administered
services on traditional Rocky Cree skin preparation procedures?
hlill initiatives to regain authority over land management counter
some of the cumulatively destructive environmental, political, and
economic effects on traditional skin preparation? Are the stages
of the Rocky cree skin preparation process dependent on the
successful compretion of each previous stage? How does skin
preparation utilize the resources of the land and to what degree?

Ne1son House Band Council, and Cree elders have stated the
importance of recording detailed descript.íons of traditional moose
skin preparation procedures used by the Rocky cree (primrose,
1995). However, many moccasin producers are no longer practicing
their crafts due to ord age or itI health. Many elders have
expressed serious concern over the current lack of knowledge and
interest in skin preparation procedures used for moccasin
production by the community's young peopre (Moore, pers. comm.

1995; Dumas, pers. comm. 1995). As a result, the Band councir and
many cree erders feel that documenting this visibre portion of
Cree heritage will be invaluable t,o future generations of Cree who
may hrant to learn about their ancestors, crothing production
methods in the future. Therefore, one of the main justifications
for this study is that this thesis will be of value to many
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Aboriginal groups, agencies, bands and cultural centers concerned
with traditional skiIls, knowledge and economic development. This
will be of particular benefit to those resid.ents of Nelson House
interested in the sociar and environmental impacts of

I hydroelectric development and other resource developments in the
Nelson River Basin on traditional livelihoods such as tanning.
Such research may also be a source of valuable reference for
cultural anthropologists' economists, northern human ecologists,
forklorists, educators, historians, curators, and subarctic
researchêrs.

Band Council members, specifically pat Linklater (pers.
comm- | 1995) have expressed that the long term survival of the
Nelson House cree depends upon their abitity to adapt to changing
social, physical, and economic environment.s. These changes have
placed new demands on traditional moose skin preparation. rf

, future chaLlenges to Rocky Cree economic, political and social
deveropment are to be met effectively, a strong base in
tradit'iona1 pursuits such as skin preparation production, may play
a significant role in those solutions. cree communities such as
Nelson House may depend. on the generation of employment and income
from resource-based activities which draw on the strength of
traditional knowledge and cultural nolrns kept alive by continuing
or revitalizing traditional crafts and art,forms such as skin
preparation. Just as many land use studies have established the
ímportance of subsistence hunting and gathering economies Èo the
social and economic fabric of a number of northern Aboriginal
regions (George and Berkes, 1gg5; Berkes, êt â1,, 1gg4; vüolfe and
I{alker, 1987; Feit, l_991; Freeman, 1993), this study documents the
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i-rnportance of craft-based economies to Aboriginal communities.
Furthermore, detaired documentation of skin preparation

stages and processes, and the reconstruction of production
gralnmars in a variety of situations with differenÈ craft persons
as suggested by young, et al. (1991) could also lead to a bet.ter
understanding of the relat,ionship between cree cognitive processes
and behavior.

ult'imately, verification of the challenging factors affectíng
the survival of traditional Rocky Cree skin preparation met,hods
courd point out the various impediments affecting the
sustainability of these techniques. As a resurt, it might be
possible to strengthen Rocky cree traditional moccasin product,ion
within the informal-domestic economy of Nelson House by
illuminating the various difficulties faced by those who practice
skin preparation.

rinally, the Nerson House community wirl benefiÈ by having
this important aspect of skin preparation historically documented
as a reference for future generations. Documentation of the
chalrenges to and prospects for traditional Rocky cree skin
clothing production may be important for Aboriginall economic

well-being as the sustainability of a traditional moccasin economy
courd then be used as an economic and sociar component in the
building of new, ecologicar sustainabre Nativel curtures and

communities.

The next chapter reviews the history, environment, residents
and fauna of Nelson House. chapter three outlines the methods
which will be used to coltect information. rn chapter four, a
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description of the results collected from field data on historical
and current skin preparation procedures and the factors affecting
those skin preparation procedures will be discussed. Chapter five
conÈains a discussion of the dat.a which will include sections on

the implications of the findings on the factors affecting Rocky

Cree skin preparation procedures and implications on cultural
evolution, economic development, and land use. Finally, chapter
six provides a suflrmary, conclusions from the data, and suggestÍ-ons

for future research.

1.5 DefiniÈions

Babiche: strips of unsmoked hide used as webbing for snowshoes

guckskin: Chambers Etymological English Dictionary (Lglg) defines
1I buckskin as a "soft leather usually made of deerskin or sheep

skin." Howêver, the New Merriam-lfebster Dictionary (1989:108)

describes buckskin as a soft usually suede-finished leather. The

Rocky Cree rarely ever refer to their finished hides as 'buckskin,
though in many research papers on the skin preparation process do

refer to the final smoke prepared product as buckskin.

Conmercía1 Ianning: Hides can be commercially processed as well
which also prepares the hide for clothing assembly. Commercial

tanning is mostly a chemical process using element,s that are
generally poisonous and must be handled with care. The skin is
fleshed and dehaired by machine and is split Èo a thickness of
about 2mm (Porter c Ellis, 1956). The actual curing uses a chrome,
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sulfuríc acid or oxalic acid solutions which penetrate the skin as

the tanning agent.

However, the Rocky Cree do not consider commercially prepared

hides as "traditional" (K. Spence, Pers. Comm., 1996). traditional
skin preparation, to the Rocky Cree, refers to those techniques

which foIlow historical methods of tanníng which have been handed

down for generations. This historical or traditional Rocky Cree

skin preparation process consists of a variety of time-honoured

steps which include such techniques as fleshing, dehairirg,
stretching, scraping, softening and smoking as discussed in
Honigrman ( 1956 ) , l'lason (L9671 , Skinner ( 1911) , Cross Lake

Education (19941, the Native Education Branch (L9771. The sequence

of these steps may vary from family to family, but, atl are,
nevertheless required (Dumas, Pers. Comm., 1996).

Craft,: Chambers Etymological English Ðictionary (L949 ) defines
craft as an occupation requiring skill and artistic talent. This

term is used interchangeably with t'he term art. I consider the
craft of Cree skin preparation techniques and moccasin production
to be an art,form.

Hide: Chambers Etymological English Dictionary (L949) defines

"hide" as, "The skin of an animal." The term "hide,, is used to
refer exclusively to moose skin that has been removed from the
body of the moose. The words hide and skin are used

interchangeably.

Indígenous (fraditional) Knowledge: defined by Legat (1991:
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1) as "knotrledge that derives from or is root in the traditional
way of life of Native people." Hart (L995) defines tradítional
knowledge as3

Knowledge that has passed from one generat.ion to the
next through the oral or written traditions...
Aboriginal traditional knowledge refers to aspects of
traditional Aboriginal 1ife, such as knowledge of the
land and its resources, or tradítional spirituatity and
medicine. Howevêr, all cultures change, and as they do
new knowledge is lost. This means that traditíonal
knowledge changes over time. (p. 4).

Leather: The Chambers Etymological English Dict,ionary (L9491

describes leather as "Èhe prepared skin of an aníma1 dressed for
use." The Rocky Cree rarely use the word leather to describe a

finished skin usually using the words "smoked hide', (Moore, pers.

Comm., 1995).

Skin: Used interchangeably with the word 'hide.,, The Rocky Cree

often refer t,o a moose hide as a skin whether tanned or not.

fan, Taûning: The Chambers Etymological English Dictionary (L949)

refers to the tanning process as a "method to convert skins and

hides into leather." The Rocky Cree also refer to'tanning', ,,as a

way to prepare the hide for clothing construction,, (Dumas. Pers.

Comm., 1996). The words tan or tanning are used to describe the
entire skin preparatíon process and therefore can be used

interchangeably with the words 'skin preparat,ion,. As a result,
'tan' or 'tanning' are used as other words to descríbe the
complete skin preparat.ion process.

Eanner: The Rocky Cree refer to someone who prepares traditional
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hides as a tanner. This word is used interchangeably ltrith Èhe word

"skin preparer.,,

ribía: The rarger bone between the knee and ankre. rt is used to
describe the particular bone of a moose.
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CTIAPTER TI. STUDY STTE: NELSON HOUSE

A review of the study site wil1 provide a deeper
understanding of the social, historical and physical environment
where Rocky Cree skin preparation occurs. The following sections
discuss the physical environment, economic history and material
culture development of the Cree living in Nelson House, as wel1 as

a brief overview and generar description of moose habitat,
populations, life cycres, and historic/contemporary uses by the
Cree.

2.1 Nelson House Environment

The communi-ty of Nelson House is rocated in a glacial lake
plain of the Precambrian Shield of northern Manitoba's Footprint.
River Basin on FooÈprint Lake. The community and surrounding camps

are 64 kirometers west of Thompson (Figure L e 2) and 10

Kilometers south of Provincial Highway 391. The draÍnage basin is
part of the Rat-Burntwood and Nerson River systems (social and
Economic fmpact Study Team, Lg74).

This area is considered to be a ,,belt of semi-arctic lands"
(Vüissler I L967 ) or a part of the subarctic transitional forest,
zone (Rupert's Land Research center, L992, p.45). rt is a region
characterized by the Èhick timber cover of the boreal- forest which
is generously interspersed with ,,Iovr-Iying grassy bogs or
swamplike areas traversed by numerous rivers and lakes" (Trenton
and Houlihan, 1989, p. 69). The area of the cree is forestedwith
black and white spruce (see Appendix A) , white birch, tamarack,
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and poplar, and in drier localities, jack pine (Rogers, 1963).

The area occupied by the Cree of Nelson House is prímarily
Precambrian shield country which is a region highrighted by Iow,
rolling hilIs lying little more than 300 m above sea 1eve1 (Smith,

1981; Rogers, 1963). the region is considered by Knight (1965) to
have a harsh climate, with short, r,varm sunmers and long, cold
hrinters (Rogers, 1963) .

The Cree environment is itl-suited to agriculture but is
favorable to the hunt,ing of wild animals, the collecting of wild
plants and berries, and fishing in the network of lakes and

streams (Mason, 19671. The major large animal specÍes of
importance for food and skin clothing products include the
woodland caribou , whit,e-taíIed deer , and part.icularly, moose.

These animals provide both food and raw materials in the form of
bone, antler and hide to produce art,icles such as beamers,

fleshers and clothing skins (smith, 1981; Rogers and smith, 19s1).
However, clothing made from moose skins is preferred by the Rocky

Cree. Although moose is thick and requires extra effort to
prepare, it responds well to the traditional tanning process and

can be made into soft pliant leathers. In addition, moose provide
Iarger skins than caribou or deer which requires less piecing when

making large garments such as vests and jackets. The hides of deer

and caribou are thinner than moose hide making them especially
appropriate for summer garments. However, as a result of its
comparative thinness, g'arrnents made of these materials have been

said not to "Iast more than a few years and are easier to tear
than moose skin" (I"loore, Pers. Comm., 1995). Other mammals

utilized for food and skin clothing products
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included the hare, beaver, and muskrat.. Of these, Smith (1981) and

Rogers (1963) describes the hare as the most ímportant source of
subsistence, while Skinner (1911) calls the hare the rstaff of.

life" furnishing "both food and clot,híng" (p. 251. Físhskin was

also used, Èhough more infreguently. One example is the sturgeon

skin bottles made by the Cree (Manitoba t"tuseum, H4.1-1-36ab).

Although, all the skins from these animals !üere used in the
production of clothing materials, this thesis is founded on the
preparation of moose hides because this is the animal of choice
for mosÈ skin preparers, particularly in the production of
moccasins which is the focus of this thesis.

2.2 Th.e Rocky Cree

Since there has been very litt1e written on the Rocky Cree,

there ís often a great amount of confusion as to the origins and

classifications of the Rocky Cree. One approach to classification
has resulted in all Cree peoples being identified with three major

cultural groups: the Eastern Woodlands, P1ains and Subarctic
cultures (ûüissler t L967; Harris 1987; Francis et. aI. 19S8). The

Rocky Cree have typically been identified by this classification
as belonging to the subarctic cultural group. As weII, all Cree

groups have been classified into the Alkonquian language group and

divided by dialect into five distinct groups (Figure 3); Moose,

Swampy, P1ains, lloods and "R" Cree (E11is, 1983). The Cree of
Ne1son House belong to the I{oods dialect in this classification.
Researchers have further subdivided the Cree into a confusing
number of divisions and designated names based on geographical
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territory. Like cultural and linguistic categories, geographicat

area taxonomies are often artificial, tentative and unrealistic.
As a result, "no specific indigenous society fits exactly into any

of the categories created by anthropologisÈs and historians"
(Rupert's Land Research Center, 1992, p. 421, however they provide

a starting place for discussion.
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For instance, Honigmann (1956;1981), refers to the Cree

peoples who occupy the area \'irest of James Bay to t,he Churchill
River in northern ManiÈoba as the lrlest Main Cree (figure 4).
Mandelbaum (1979) and Smith (198L), on the other hand, use t'he

term "hlestern Woods Cree" (Figure 4) to describe the Cree who

occupy the forested portions of Hudson and James Bays, including
the northern portions of Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta. However, Smith (l-981) divides t,hese people into Swampy,

Strongwoods, and Rocky Cree (Figure 5) with the latter "residing
in the regíon from James Bay, westward t'o Cumberland House,

Saskatche!úan" (p. 2561 . The term Irtood or Irloodland Cree is used

interchangeably wíth Swampy Cree, Muskegon or Maskegon by bot,h

Skinner (1911) and Jenness (L932) and includes "not only those

bands around the southern part of Hudson Bay, but those living on

the Peace, Athabaska, and Slave Rivers" (Jenness, L932, p. 2841.

However, Mason (1941¡L967 ) divides the úTood and Swampy Cree into
separate divisions. To Mason (1967 ) "the Hudson Bay lowlands are

inhabited by maskekowak ('swamp people') while the forested areas

of northern Saskatchewan and l"lanitoba are occupied by t,he saka-

wiyiniwak ('woods people')" (p. 1). Nevertheless, the Native

Educatíon Branch (1977 ) insist,s that all "Cree people in present

day Manitoba are referred to as Swampy Cree, [although] at' one

time the Cree were sub-divided into the Irfoods Cree group who

occupied the northern Shield area around Hudson Bay, and the Swamp

Cree who l-ived around the interlakes" (p. 1). The Native Education

Branch insists that "the culture of these two groups was basically
similar, but their life-style contrasted greatly with that of a

third group, the Plains Cree" (p. 1). The P1ains Cree "differ in
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their methods of life and material culture but are linguistically
related" (Skinner, 1911, p.B).

The Cree residents of Nelson House identify themselves as

asiniskawitjrinir¿rak, a term analyzed as "people of the country witn
abundant roek" lsmit.h 1-975; Brightman, L9B9; Dumas, Pers. comn.,

1996). When speaking English, Crees from this area use the phrases

"Rocky Creer""Rock Cree r" or "Rock People"(Brightman, 1989: p. 1).

2.3 Economic History and Material Culture Development
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smith (1981) feets that the history of the cree "has not yet
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been adeguately pursued by scholars, but accumulating evidence

índicates that earlier interpretations of territorial movements

are incorrect" (p. 2571. Until recently, it was considered that
the Cree of northern l,lanitoba lrere the descendants of a late
eighteenth and early nineteenth-century westward migration which

was thought to have occurred due to the depletion of game and fur-
bearing animals in the traditional Cree areas east of Lake

!üinnipeg. However there is both archaeological and historical
evidence to suggest that the Cree had long occupied the Nelson

House area from at least. A. D. 900 (Smit'h, 1976; Ìfright, l97L¡

Rupert's Land Research Center, 1992).

Both material and non-material perspectives of northern

Manitoba Aboriginal societies have determined that Aboriginal
people once maintained a close link with their surroundings

(Native Educat.ion Branch , L977 , p. L¡ Payne s, Nepinak, 1996 ) .

Food, housing, clothing, tools and weapons rltrere mostly nade from

natural sources within their immediate environment, and the Cree's
social structure tüas influenced by the yearly cycle of plant
growth and animal activity (Native Education Branch, 1977, p. 1).
As a result, the Cree people developed a self-sufficient, nomadic

way of life "which evolved from the constant search for food,
clothing, and shelter, and which revolved around the resources

provided by the rivers and strêams" (Manitoþa Department of Mines,

Resources and Environmental ¡{anagiement [hereafter, Manitoba

D¡{REMJ , !974, p. 13).

The division of labor was

and sex. For instance, the men

hunting, fishing, trapping and

simply carried out according t'o age

r,rrere concerned chiefly with
the manufacturing of eguipment
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while the tùomen had the task of sewing the family,s clothirg,
preparing the skíns and pelts, pitching the tent,, cutting
firewood, cooking, hunting sma1l game such as rabbits, and

gathering berries (Skinner I L9L1; Native Education Branch, L977 ¡

smith, L981).
' For most of the eighteenth century, traditional Cree clothing

was made from tanned anímal hides. Nevertheless, Smíth (1981)

reports that the material culture of the Cree west of t'he Nelson

River was already being modified by the early eighteenth-century
with the introduction of trade goods. This occurred first through
intermediaries involved with the French Great Lakes trading system

and later through the Hudson Bay system. By the end of the
cenÈury, $roven c1oth, initially used as blankets and shawls,

slowly began to replace dressed hides in clothing construction. In
addit,ion, ready made, European-styled clothing eventually became

popular contact-tradit,ional apparel and many Aboriginal clothing
tools hrere rapidly being replaced by metal implements. However,

Smíth (1981) insists that some traditional articles persisÈed and

reports that items such as bone fleshers and skin scrapers were

preferred to those of iron. Rogers and Smith (L981) and Smith

(1981) also specífy that there were no effective European

replacements for hide moccasins and mittens which were more

suitable to Cree activities t,hough metal knives, and sewing

needles were standard eguipment.

Following the mergíng of the North lüest Company and the
Hudson's Bay Company into an established trading monopoly in 1821,

Euro-Canadian influence on material goods and technology of many

Aboriginal groups r,rras so great that many native-made implements
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and processes vrere replaced in whole or in part by ready-made

equipment purchased at the trading post store. These manufactured

garments and cloth changed traditional Cree apparel in almost

every respect (Honigmann, l-981-). Throughout the 1870-1900 period,
Hudson's Bay Company records show Aboriginal people withdrawing

from the fur trade for greater part.icipation in other economies

(Tough, 1987). By the end of Vüorld Ï¡üar II, most Native communities

came into existence in locations oriented to a t,rading post-
mission complex and the material culture was almost entirely Euro-

Canadian (Smith, 1981). Mason (L967 ) concurs and belíeves that
"material culture survivals in t'he 20th century only hint at the

former self-sufficiency of t,he traditional culture" (p.10).
However, until the 1950's, Ne1son House remained an isolated

community with few ties to the Manitoba economy and southern

cultures. The main contacts of Ne1son House residents hrere with
the members of other remote communities ín the surrounding area

(Social and Economic Impact Study Team, L974). Most residents
depended upon the products of forests and rivers for their
livelihoods. Traditional pursuits were the norm and this included
widespread use of traditional skin preparation techniques (Spence,

Pers. Comm., 1995).

After I{orld 9üar II, the expanding need for power, wood

materials, mining products and recreation by the inhabitants in
the south caused industrialized communities to encroach upon t,he

land. Changes in settlement patterns, lifestyles, the opening of
all weather roads, environmental affects from hydro development

and the subsequenL 1974 flooding of the Rat and Burntwood Rivers

by the Churchill River Diversion project caused the community to
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gradually move alrray from a lifestyle dictated by the requirements

of fishing, hunting, and trapping. Other significanÈ changes

included radio and later television services. As government

services expanded, social programs began to replace traditional
methods of providing mutual support,. In addition, the Social a

Economic fmpact Study Team (L974) states that younger Native
residents T¡rere reluctant to submit to the long hours and hard work

associated with traditional pursuits as long as alternative
employment opportunities \¡ùere available. New job opportunities
created lifestyles which !ùere heavily dependent on a !ì/age economy.

As a result, the Social & Economic Impact Study Team (L9741

feels that by L974 the community of Nelson House was moving a\^ray

from a life-styl-e dictated by traditional pursuits such as

fishing, hunting and trapping. Since the 1970,s northern Manitoba

has undergone a variety of resource developmenÈ changes stimulated
by northern resource development companies and the federal and

provincial governments. Such activities as the construction of
hydroelectric facilit,ies and the development of mining operations
in nearby Thompson have been the economic basis for oÈher

act,ivities, including further road construction, and human

resource development activities such as training and employment

stimulation programs. The Socia1 and Economic Impact Study Team

(L974: 33) believed that the hydroelectric project which diverted
water from the Churchill River at Southern Indian Lake into the
Nelson River via the Rat-Burntwood system would ,'accelerate the
rate of change through its effect on both the physical resource

base and t,he employment opportunities" (p. 8). Initially these

influences reduced the number of moose used in skin preparation
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(Dumas, Pers. Comm. I L995) and the ever-increasing availability of
commercial manufactured goods reduced even further
the Cree's need for skin clothing (Smith, 1-981). The reduction of
moose populations, however, was only temporary. The clearing of
bush for hydro lines and roads actually helped create habitat
attractive to moose. Many hunters claim that the moose populations

have ocome back alot from the days just after t'he flood though

they are often found in different areas from where they used to
be" (M. Spence, Per. Comm,, 1995).

Today, Ne1son House has a nursing station, a Northern Store,
three corner stores, a taxi-van service, a pool halL/canteen, a

restaurant, two fast-food outlets, a Hunters and Trappers

Association, a telecom¡nunications network, a school (up to grade

12 including college and university courses offered by Inter-
Universities North) and a local police unit (augmented by an RCMP

detachment located ín Thompson). The reserve is accessible by an

all weather road via Provincial Road No. 391 from Thompson.

As a result of the conveniently located Northern store and

the accessible transportation link to Thompson and the south, many

residents have access to the same clothes avail-able in southern

stores. Contemporary clothing is often bought or is sometimes made

using cloth fabrics or co¡nmercially prepared skins. Today, many

residents no longer prepare and tan their own skins because of the

extremely low financial return as is the case in many other Native
communities (King, 199L) .

Nevertheless, skin clothing prepared by non-commercial

techniques is still in demand by the Nelson llouse Cree,

particularly by hunters and trappers who maintain that such
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clothing is far superior for the severe winter conditions of the
area (Dumas, Pers. Comm. 1995, September L). The contemporary

social importance of traditionally made winter skin clothing of
the Nelson house Cree is similar to that experienced by the Inuit
of the Belcher Islands described by Oakes (1991a, 1991b, 1991c).

King (1991-) also points out. the practical significance of
traditionally prepared vrinter skin clothing and suggests that the
importance of \dinter skin clothing is underrepresented by material
culture researchers. Skin clothing is also cherished by those who

attend special occasions such as traditional weddings and it is
very conmon in Nelson House to see non-commercially prepared

moccasins \^rorn in the home or at work. As a result, there are

still a number of individuals, mostly elderly people, who know and

practice traditional skin preparation. However, its long-term

survival is in no way assured.

2.4 Moose: General Description

Since this study involves the use of moose skins, it is
necessary to give a background on the moose in order to better
understand why it is used in the tanning process. This section
provides an overview of the characteristics, demography, habitat,
feeding habits, and historic/contemporary uses of moose by the
Cree.

Moose are common across the study region. Moose are

considered by the Cree to be quite plentiful in the Nelson House

area since the region is considered to be prime habitat. (Dumas,

Pers. Comm. I 1996). ÌIistorically, moose appear to have been
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reduced by hunting and settlement in the European period (18th and.

l-gth centuries), and more recently by hydro development which

flooded a great amount of moose habitat. The Rupert's Land

Research Centre (L992) reports that moose populations also ,,appear

to have suffered from the introduction of guns, but have made

significant recovery in the 20th century." rronicarly, clearing of
the bush for roads, seismic test,ing, and hydro lines created
habitat and pathways attract,ive to the moose (Vü. Spence, pers.

Comm. ' 1995). This has significantly helped to offset the negative
impacts of hydro development on moose populations in the area

around Nelson House (Rupert's Land Research Center, L9g2l.
Populations of 4 per square mile (259 ha) are considered hÍgh in
other areas of the Canada (Burt and Grossenheider, L9761. Hohrever,

this is the figure that many Nelson House hunters have quoted for
the area (Dumas, Pers. Comm., L996; Spence, Pers. Comm., L9g6). A
normal population in a forest region ís usually one moose per

square mile (1.6 km2) - or at the most two per square mile (3.2

km2) (Peterson, L955). Therefore, moose populations in the Nelson

House area are very high. These same hunters conclude that the
Nelson House environment possesses the perfect habitat for moose.

Nêlson House hunters seem to have little trouble procuring moose

ín most years which usually ensures a steady supply of moose skins
for tanners. Of course this number depends on the frequency of
hunters to go out and actually hunt, moose and their ability to
find moose.

Moose is the largest, of the American deer, whose members also
include elk (wapiti), woodland caribou, barren ground caribou,
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mule deer, and white-tailed deer. Males generally measure 5 to 6

L/2 feet (152-198cm) in height, weíghing up to 1,180 pounds (531

kg) (Burt and Grossenheider, L9761. Females reach about three
quarters the size of the male. This is another reason why moose

are preferred for tanning because the large skins necessitate less
piecing when making large garments, and they provide enough

materíal to make many moccasins from one hide.
In color the moose varies from dark brown, almost bIack, to

reddish or grayish brown, with brownish-grey or white leg

"stockin9s". IuIales have massive, palmate, mahogany-colored flat
antlers which may extend up to 190 cm between the widest tips. The

heavy main beams of the antlers broaden into large palms which are

fringed with a series of spikes usually less than 30 cm long (Burt
and Grossenhej-der, 1976). In the winter months, the moose lives
solely on twigs, bark and shrubs, such as balsam fir, poplar, red

osier dogwood, birch, and alder. In summer, moose tend to gather

around low-lying areas of stagnant, mineral-rich hrater where they

vary there diet with leaves, some upland plants and aquatic
veget,ation in great, quantitíes. An adult moose up to 50 pounds

(21300 grams.) of twigs and bark each day in winter. In summer,

moose eat up to 50 pounds (21300 grarns) of forage - twigs, leaves,

shrubs, upland plants, and $rater plants (Cahalane, 1958).

Moose (Figure 6) are extremely well-adapted to traversing
through difficult terrain full of fallen trees and thick bush

cover. Its legs are long enough to camy it easily over deadfall
Èrees or through snow that would stop deer or wolf. Its cloven

hooves spread widely to supporÈ when it wades through muskeg or
over soft surfaces. [he dew claws (sometimes referred to as the
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dew hoof or accessory hoof), located below the fetlock joint,

provide additional support. This fact means that moose are a

difficult animal to hunt since they can move very freely over the

t,errain.

Historically, moose skins and materials provided -the Cree

with much of their raw essentials, particularly cover material for

conical lodge structures, blankets and bedding materials (Skinner,

1911; smith, 1981: 262), cords and lines made from rawhide, sinew

Fig. 6 Moose in typical habitat, Nelson House area, 1996

for garment sewing (Honigmann, 1981), bags and containers made
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from skins and internal organs, and bone and antler for producing

articles such as awls, beamers, needles, fleshers, spear points
and fish hooks (Rogers & Smith, 19S1).

Today, moose are primarily used for their meat and the skins
are utilized in the skin preparation process. In addition, some

tools such as fleshing tools are procured from Èhe leg bone of
moose. Moose hides are the preferred choice for making moccasins

because "moose possesses a thick skin which is ideal for making

strong, soft, supple skin clothing items such as moccasins,

gauntlets, fur hats and jackets, which can last many years',

according to Dumas (Pers. Comm. I L9961.
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CTÍAPTER III. METHODS AIi¡D METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview

This thesis is founded on the concept of community-based

participatory research methodology. As a result, the methods used

in this study will involve some of the pragimatic aspects of
participatory research such as involving those who are

traditionally the researched in the formulation of the purposet

problems, objectives, and intent of the research, the collection
of data, and the interpretation, use, and control of the

findings/results .

The methodology and met,hods chosen to develop the study,

coIlect, analyze and synthesize the data into a concise, useful

document are outlined and compared with the ways other studies

applied the same methods and methodology.

3.2 Methodolog-y: Community-Based Participatory Research

CommuniÈy-based participatory research is a tool used to
promote economic and social change in Native communities (SSHRC

Task Force, 1983). This methodology seeks "to empower and

elevate the 'researched' to participate in and steer the research

process... and empower contmunity groups by facilitating
participation in decision-making and developing 'partnerships' in
Èhe research process" (!rIard, L996; also sees Lather, L986¡

Maguire, 1987; Ryan and Robinson, 1990). Community-based

participatory research is a qualitative methodology that
emphasizes respect for the indivídual and a commitment to socía1
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change in order to enable research to empower First Nations
communities (Maguire I L987; HaIl, L979; Tandon, 1981 & 19BB;

VioGrossi, 1981-; Campbell, L987; and St. Denis, L992r.

According to Maguire ( 1987 ), community-based participatory
research aims at three prímary objectives: 1-) to develop critical
consciousness of both researcher and participant; 2) to improve

the lives of participants in the research process; and 3) to
transform fundamental societal structures and relationships.

According to lrÏard (L996), community-based participatory
research methodological approaches have evolved from a ,,wide

variety of areas, most notably from adult education, literacy
theory and international development theory. These methodologies

have their origins in the social movements of the 1-960's, and to
theorists such as Frier (1970) and HaIl (1979) in adult education,
Gunder Frank (L973) in dependency theory, and Tandon (1985) in
international development (Maquire, L9871 .

A number of academics have successfully used this methodolog"y

in their research. frTard (1996), for instance, used such a

methodology in a project on community att,itudes towards

Territorial Park development on Matlikjuak Island described in her
Master's thesis. Ward informed the community of her ínterest in
helping them develop a community-based research project. The

Community Development Committee approved the proposal. The

research v¡as worked on by a team of local research trainees and

ownership of the project remained entirely with the community

(V[ard, 1996 ) .

Campbell et. aI.(L996) also used a great deal of community

involvement in their dietary surveys study. Initially, they
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obtained the approval and cooperation of the local authority -the
Chief, tribal council, and health service providers employed by

the government or the band. However, funding arrangements

prevented additional community involvement at the outset of Èhe

study. campbell et. al. (L996) arso recognized the import,ance of
community involvement in all aspects of the study because ,,it

contributes to community action on recommendations resulting from

the study."
Kurelek (L992) used community-based participatory research

methodology in her study of the Innu of Labrador. The adoption of
this methodorogy had the important goal of involving community

members in the research process, and the more questionable aim of
raising the consciousness of the community. She concludes by

maintaining that good participatory research alIows community

members to raise the consciousness of t'he researcher.
Bopp and Bopp (1985) employed community-based particípatory

research in their research. Bopp maint,ains that community-based

participatory research enables Native communities to use the

"knowledge which is an essential part of their culture to develop

community programs appropriate to the community" (Bopp and Bopp,

l-985 ) . Bopp and Bopp also characteri,ze communíty-based

part,icipatory research as being abte to help ,,create a mirror by

which a conmuniÈy can see its own eyes, that is, its own wisdom

and knowledger" and it can help a "community integrate cultural
wisdom with academic knowledge.,' Thís enables community-based

participatory research to become a tool through which the
community can act upon its constituents' lives in an informed

collaborative manner.
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St. Denis (L992) also used community-based participatory
research in her study on conmunity human services organizations.
She identified four aspects of community-based research that is
central to its practice; first,, the intent and purpose of the

research which must be related to community needs; second, the
nat,ure of human relationships in the research process where the
aim is for so called "subjects' to become co-researchers; third,
data analysis and interpretation which involves the need to
collaborate !ì/ith the people in the research context on the
interpretation of dat,a; and fourth, the use of findings and

results whereby some of the harm caused by the disseminating or
publishing of findings can be prevented if the research results
are reviewed by the group or community prior to publication.
Though St, Denis feels that communíty-based participatory research

has enormous potential she also contênds that community-based

participatory research is a difficult, demanding and tíme

consuming process in which the fact of community participation is
not easily achieved,

Oakes (1985¡ Lg9La¡1-99Lb¡ 1991c) and Oakes and Rieure (1996)

who have used aspects of this methodology in their many studies of
circumpolar people (particularly the Inuit) have also discussed

the importance of community feedback when conducting cornmunity-

based research projects (Oakes & Riewe, L996). In their studies
they include a conmunity review of their research which "enables
members to correct misinterpretations, share information, and

review the research prior to it being published... [which] ensures

reliabíIity, validity, and respect for original knowledge" (Oakes

and Riewe, L996r 76). They have also gone to great lengths to hire
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Iocal residents in research projects which ensures that residents
are able to participate in the research project and allows them to
take a role in planning and implementing research. They insist
that residents should not only participate in the research design
and methodology, and in the collection and analysis of the data,
but that they should also have equal control over the
dissemination of the research findings (Oakes & Riewe, 1996).

3.3 Methodology: Used in This Study

Following colnmunity-based participatory research methodology,
community members and the Band Council r¡rere consulted at, every
step of this research. For instance, much of the title, purpose,

objectives and methods of this proposal hTere extracted in
conversations with community members who freely discussed what

they would want to sêe in a study on Rocky cree skin preparation
t,echniques. Therefore, those who are affected by t'he research r,trere

organized into a loose collaborative group directly involved in
the research process. For example, preliminary contacts with
community members of Nelson House strongly recognized the need to
have the study conducted at Nelson House. As a result, field
research was believed to be the most appropriate approach to
fulfilling the objectives of this thesis. First hand experience at
all stages of traditional moose skin preparation is believed to be

necessary in order to comprehend and interpret the perceived

factors which affect each step of the skin preparation process and

to determine the prospects for a sustainable Rocky Cree
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traditional skin preparation economy.

Scientists currently working with community-based

participatory research with Aboriginal people are constantly faced

with a number of challenges which beÈÈer reflect the applied
aspects of theír work. As a result, I have included a number of
personal reflections on this methodology (See Appendix C), which

will illustrate the growth which I experienced (and am still
experiencing) as a non-Native male academic trying t,o make sense

of my place in the university environment doing apptied community-

based participatory research in the subarctic regions of Manitoba.

3.4 Methods

Vüithin the community-based participatory research

methodological framework, I used a wide range of research methods.

These included doing a literature search, examining photographs,

and gathering Indigenous knowledge (See Definitions, Section 1.5).
Further methods included informal and formal interviews, observing

numerous skin preparation sessions in and around the community of
Nelson House, discussions with academics familiar with Cree skin
preparation methods, and an experiential method known as

participant-observation. Part,icipant,-observation allowed me to
particípate as a skin preparer in many skin preparation sessions

between August 1995 to September 1-996.

Preliminary research conducted in 1995 identified a number of
Nelson House residents possessing skills as skin preparers (at1
gave me their permission to use their names) (Figure 7). These

people r^rere selected as interviewees. Residents $rere chosen due to
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their talents or combination of talents, willingness to volunteer
their time, and concern for research accuracy, and r¡rere selected
with the help of the Chief, Band Councit, elders and interested
community members.

F'ig.7 Skin preparation

Camps Outside Nelson House

Ful1-time Tanners:

Alice l{oore
Ivladeline Spence

Part,-time tanners s

Daniel Donkey
Keith Spence
Lillian Hunter

participants in study

In Nelson House

Ful1-time Tanner:

Nancy Swanson

Part-time tanner:

Do1ly Hart

Elders Knowledgeable About Skin Tanninq

William Dumas
Jack Moore

lVellington Spence
Elijah Swanson

!{ith respect to gathering information from Nelson House

residents, the methodology entailed the use of site visits to
outrining camps urithin the Nelson House area (refer to figure 2l
as well as from within the community itself. Site visitations to
these camps took place with separate families or groups of
families designated by other tanners as groups who conducted moose

hide tanning on a frequent basis. All members of these camps were

band members of Ne1son House. Visits to both Nelson House and the
camps t,rrere conducted with the fanilies using participant-
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observation and an open and frexibre interview format which

precludes the rigidit,y of questionnaires. seven tanners were

identified, two which did their tanning within the community while
the others did their tanning in outlining camps (Figure 7). Of

those seven' three considered their skin preparation activities to
be on a fulI-time basis while the others considered theír t.anning

activities as part-time or t,rrere retired from tanning. In addition,
four elders also provided information on tanning techniques and

historical considerations. Many other people within the community

r¡lere contacted in regards to marketing activities of the products
made from tanning, particularry members of the Band councit and

officials of the Nelson House Economíc Development Corporat,ion, as

v¡e1l as a teacher in the Nelson House school and community members

familiar with skin preparation activities. A number of young

students were also contacted in order to get their impressions of
skin preparation as a possible future pursuit.

Many families spoke only Cree, therefore, at least one

int,erpreter was present at most site visits. rnterpreters prayed

an important role in the interview process and were carefully
seLected. r am fortunate to have worked with a number of very
capabre individuals who have had much experience in this regard.

In addition, people who were directly involved with the skin
preparation process such as members of the Nelson House Communíty

Development corporation, spirituar erders, and officiars at the
local Ne1son House School T¡vere interviewed in order to collect
further perceived challenges and prospects influencing Cree skin
preparation techniques .

Informants were encouraged to give valuable opinions,
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judgrnents, and assumpt.ions at each stage of the skin preparation
process. Field notes, videotêpê, audiotape, photographs, sketches

and samples were made at each stage. The following sections
discuss the methods I used in more detail and also discuss how

others have used such methods.

3.4.1 Interviews: Use in OÈher Studies

Another method of investigation used in this study is the
detailed or conversational interview referred to by Blythe (1969)

and Haring et. aI. (L992) as the unstructured, undirected or
informal interview. This form of interviewíng which is defíned by

the Shorter Oxford Dictionary as a "meeting of persons face to
face, especially for the purpose of formal conference on some

point.," and by Becker and Geer (L957 ) as a method of research in
which the "interviewer explores many facet,s of his interviewer,s
concerns, treating subjects as they come up in conversation,
pursuing interesting leads, altowing his imagination and ingenuity
fuIl rein as he tries to develop ne\^r hypotheses and test them in
the course of the intervie!'r" (p. 28). Festinger and Katz (1953)

refer to the interview method as a process of reporting data by

individuals out of their o!ìrn experience. The term ,,interviehr" is
used here to designate a type of intervíew in which there is an

appreciable amount of control exercised over both the presentation
of the questions and the recording of t'he ansr¡rers, but allows the
informant to dictate the subsequent situation.

A technique such as this was used by Blythe (1969) in his
well-known village study of AkenfÍeld. The problern of how to
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record all of what the informant said was best dealt with by using

a tape recorder so that the complete verbatim record could be kept

and referred to when needed later. Mann (1985) points out' that

this method requires some form of selective recording (i.e.

shorthand or individual abbreviations) in order to be successful.

Ho\ôrever, there are many advantages to this type of interviewing

method. For instance, informal interviewing is advantageous when a

researcher has limited knowledge of the kind of answer a

particular guestion will provoke (Haring et. aI., L9921. Other

advantages include when a researcher anticipates a great range of

responses. Mann (l-985) also points out that one of the main

advantages of the informal interview is that it can set the

groundwork fOr a more formal, structured or fixed stimulus-

response situation which can then be standardized for a number of

different inten¡iewers. Research using this more formal intervievr

method can then be analyzed in tabular form for statistical
presentation.

Though this method has many inherent advantages, there are

also a number of disadvantages. For instance, Becker and Geer

(LgS7 ) insist that t'he informal interview method provides little

opportunity of recognizing or rectifying errors in interpretation.

Becker and Geer (1957) as weII as Festinger and Katz (1953) point

out. that other problems with the intenziew method is that there is

a high probability of errors if the respondent does not understand

the question or when the researcher does not understand the

ans\Àrer. As weII, they and McCaIl (1969) poinÈ out that there is a

great possibility of error due to the observer intentionally or

unintentionally responding with misleading or biased data. fn
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other r¡rords, there is a chance that "an interviewer may

misunderstand conmon English words when intervie$rees use them in
some more or less esoteric way and not know that he is
misunderstanding them, because there will be little chance to
check his understanding against either further examples of their
use in conversation or instances of the object to which they are

applied" (Becker and Geer, 1957: p. 291. This danger is
particularly possible when researching aspects of a different
culture as this study is doing. Oakes (1985) in her research on

Inuit Kamik production also comments on another disadvantage by

pointing out that the interviewing method in some Native

socíeties, such as the Inuit, is considered a disrespectful way to
collect information from elders.

3.4.2 Interviews: Use in This Study

Interviews r¡rere recorded using videocameras, audiotapes,

written notes and journals. The majority of interviews used to
collect information on the various aspects of skin preparation

were most,ly unstructured and informal. This was due to the fact
that many participants felt iII at ease with formal questions and

it is known that questioning elders in Nelson House is often

considered disrespectful (Oakes, 1985; K. Spence, Pers. Comm.

L996). Therefore, most interviews \^tere held at unscheduled times

such as during work sessions, meals, car rides and social visits.
In this method only the general theme of the discussion \^ras

set, and apart from focusing the discussion on this theme, the

interviewer's role \^ras to encourage the individual being
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interviewed to speak freely about those aspects that helshe felt
to be most relevant. Most ínterviews T¡rere taped using C90

cassettes for later analysis. The remaining interviews were noted

in field notes and journals.

3.4.3 Particípant,-Observation: Use in Other Studies

Participanù-observation, whích has been described by Berreman

(1968) as a "process of social interaction similar to the

interactions of everyday life" (p. 340), is one of themethods I
used to satisfy the objectives of this study. Schwartz and

Schwart,z (1-969) further state that participant-observation is a

process in whích the observer maintains a face-to-face social
relaÈionship with the observed, and, participatês with Èhem in
their natural life setting for the purpose of scientific
investigation and data gathering. McCall (1969) further defines

participant observation as a particular style of research whích

makes use of a characteristic blend of methods and techniques,

such as observat,ion, informant interviewing, document analysis,
respondent interviewing, and participation with self-analysis.

Oakes (L988) selected participant-observation as a data

collect,ing method in order to record the clothing production

procedures of the Copper and Caribou Inuit. Ihis method was chosen

in order to lessen the antÍcipated confusion caused by cultural
and language barriers and also allowed Oakes to "increase the

anount of det,ailed information collected throughout the less

obvious stages of each procedure" (p. 5). Because the field worker

directly observes and also participates in this method, even
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casual expressions and attitudes of ordinary social life can be

uncovered. Becker and Geer (1957) also used participant-
observation in their research on medical students because it
provided them with a yardstick against which to measure the
completeness of data gathered in other !rrays', (p. 28). In their
view, one of the advantages of participant-observation is that it
gives a complete picture about social events and can therefore be

used as a benchmark to make a researcher aware of what data may be

lost by using another method. Becker and Geer (L957 ) even claim
that, participant-observation is more successful than any other
method in gathering data on the complex richness, the subtlety and

infinite variety, of social- life which aI1ows field workers to
Iook at a social system as an organic whole or what Becker and

Geer refer to as the "cultural esoterica" (p.30). Other examples

of the use of participant observation in research can be found in
Littrell (l-980), Pelto & Pelto (1981), Pannabecker (1990), and

Oakes (1991-a, 1991b, 1991c).

Nevertheless, there are disadvantages to participant-
observation. For instance, Daly (1984) stresses that the quality
of the data obtained from particípant-observation "depends on a

number of factors such as the degree of formality, the familiarity
and rapport between the individuals, the social role established
in the community of residence and the amount of time spent in the

field" (p. 358). This method has t,he capability of causing a great
deal of problems for researchers because it is a data collect,ing
procedure where the researcher is the principal research

instrument (Pelto and PeIÈo, 1981) . Participant-observation,
therefore, depends a great deal on the personal communication
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skirls of the researcher; and, therefore, the degree of success of
a research project using this method can vary according to the
social role established and the personality and. of the fieldworker
(Daly, 1984). ParticipanÈ-observation can also amass a great deal
of criticism on fierd workers for slipshod sampring, Í.or failing
to document assertions quantitatively, and for accepting
impressionistic accounts (Mccarrt Lg6g). Mccatr (1969) further
contends that one of the major limitations of participant-
observation derives from the researchers use of the relationships
he establishes in the field which has the potential to cause high
degrees of bias. Mcca1l (1969) also attests that a further
Limitation of participant-observation ís that it is not generally
useful for statistical treatment,s due to the non-standardized way

the data are collected.

3.4.4 Participant-Observation: Use in This Study

In this study, data was colLected using parÈicipant-
observation methods in order to provide a substantial
understanding and in-depth range of the processes and influencing
factors in skin preparation techniques, moccasin production and

marketing techniçFes. This methodology reduced misunderstandings
caused by curtural and language barriers as suggested by Becker
and Geer (1956t L957 ) and oakes (1985, 19Bg) and increased the
amount of detailed information collected through the less obvious
stages of each technique and procedure which was of concern to the
Nerson House community partners. rn fact, Nerson House Band

council members and community resídents preferred participant-
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observation methods as this method vras considered to be more
culturally sensitive. rn fact, participant-observation techniques
are very similar to the methods used by many trad.itional Cree in
their child-rearing practices. For instance, traditionar cree
parents often do not teach their children by either words, special
demonstrations, or lectures (Durnas, pers. comm., 1996). rnstead,
children learn on their own, by watching and by emulating what
they see- This type of teaching, which Ross (Lgg2) calls
"modering," means that. it is up to the chird to observe carefurry,
and to study entirery on their orrn. rn the case of tanning, a
child, after considerable observation of specific tanning
techniques, is often told that it is his/her turn to attempt the
techniques. The chitdren are expected to have learned merery by
observing, and then to be ready to execute the task with
excellence. This method of learning falls within the paraneters of
participant-observation and enabled the application of this method
to be surprisingly useful. In addition, the Cree tanners preferred
this method of research as it fell within Cree cultural norms for
passing on knowledge. Cree tanners felt far more comfortable with
this method of research than with others used such as intervíews,
whether formal or informal.

Participant-observaÈion techniques also alrowed the
resêarcher to determine whether statements and procedures vrere
realístic or idealistic representations of skin preparation
challenges and prospects. This required energetic participation in
such activities as skinning, fleshing, dehairing, stretching,
scraping, lubricaÈing, softening and smoking.

Following within the parameters of community-based
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participatory research, the words of the skin preparers themselves

are used to retain their o\Ârn perspect,ives and ownership of the
knowledge. My words are used onry to link the ideas together for
the sake of analysis which r believe gj-ves this study more

credibirity and validity. Therefore, the resurÈs of this skin
preparation study, found in chapter Five, are presented in quote

format wherever possible.
Finally, informants and interpreters rirere renumerated with

small gifts, tobacco and food. InformanÈs and the community will
benefit by receiving a copy of an informative video documenting

Nelson House skin preparation techniques. A booklet designed for
the Nelson House school has recently been suggested by the
school's Native studies teacher, and a copy of this thesis for the
Nelson House Community Development Corporation Library has been

mutuarly agreed upon by the community and Band council as

renumeration to the people who will make this research possible.
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CHAPTER TV. DESCRIPTTON OF HISTORICAL AIiID

CURRENT SKIN PREPARATION PROCEDURES

4.L. fntroduction

rhis chapter describes current skin preparation procedures

and the factors which affect them. Thè Traditional Rocky Cree skin
preparation process consists of a variety of steps which include
such processes as preparing the skins (preparing the rocation,
soaking, correcting poles for the stretcher), fresh and hair
removar (scraping, and stretching), rubricating and softening
(resoaking, greasing, wringing and drying), and smoking. These

steps are described in this chapter. rn addition, this chapter
will provide a brief overview of historical Cree skin preparation
culled from the líterature and Nelson House elders in order to
highlight and compare traditional procedures from the past with
currenÈ tanning procedures. This section also examines decisions
made at each stage of t'he skin preparation process. Skin
preparation involves a series of decisions made at. various times
depending on the influences from environmental facÈors such as

weather, and insectsi geographic factors such as camp location and

availability of water; curtural factors such as exposure to
tradítional ways, as werr as age and physical hearth of the
tanner; and, finally, economic influences such as cost of tools
and materials, and transportation costs to materiar gaÈhering

siÈes.

commercial methods require the use of chemicars (generally
poisonous that. must þe handled with care) and resul-t in a skin
that is arguably not as strong or with as good insuration as a
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traditionatly prepared skin (see sect.ion 3.1). Lirlian Hunter
(Pers. comm., 1996) comments that ,,commercially prepared hides are
also very hard to sew with. It's harder to punch a needle Èhrough
t,he híde- r work with the hides I have tanned because the hide is
stronger and lasts longer yet it is easier to sew with.. Keith
spence (Pers. comm., ]996) also adds that ,,comrnercial tanning
strips the life out of a hide. Commercial hides tear more easily,
and are harder to sew with.,' schneider (lg72t67l adds that when

sewing wíth commercial-tanned hides , ,,a special ,,,glover,s needle,,
with a triangurar cross-sect,ion and sharp cutÈing edges must be
used, for a regular round needre sêens to get caught or bound in
its own hole.

A great amount of preparation must be made by a skin preparer
in order to decide where to prepare the skin, the time of year and
day Èo best begin work on Èhe skin, soaking times, and the
collection of poles needed for the stretcher. Before deciding to
proceed wit'h the skin preparation process, such considerations
must be arranged before work can begin. The forrowing describes
how historical and contemporary cree prepare their hides for the
skin preparation process.

4. 1.1 Historical Considerat.ions

There is very little detailed Iíterature on filest Main or
Itestern frloods Cree (which encompasses all Cree groups in northern
Manitoba including the Rocky cree) skin preparation procedures
(Rogers, L967; Skinner, 1911; Burch, LgTg; Smith, j.9g1; King,
1991). However, literature on historical skin preparat,ion from
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Native groups contiguous with the vüest Main or lrtestern vtoods cree
of northern Manitoba is both numerous and detailed. For instance,
Young et- ar- (1991) describes, in detair, the skin preparation
methods used by the cree of northern Arberta; Rogers (1967, rg73l
describes skin preparation technigues of the Mistassini cree of
northern euebec; Jenness (lgg2,) | Koch (Lg77), Manderbaum (rg7gl,
Buck and Ahenakew (L97Zl, and the Saskatchehran ïndian Arts and
crafÈs Advisory committee (L974) describe prains cree skin
techniques; Rogers (1960 ¡ L9631, Hunt (Lglg.., schneider (L972),
Lyford (1982) | and sreinbring (1966) describe ojíbway skin
preparation techniques; and Honigmann (Lg46, Lg1*gt Lgs1-), Mason
(19461 | Osgood (1936, Ig37 ), McKennan (1965), and McCleIIan (1975)
examine the skin preparation processes of the various Athapaskan-
speaking groups of the yukon and Northwest rerritories (Figure g).

some historícal methods of traditional lrrest Main or I¡trestern
I{oods cree tanning techniques have been documented, particularly
by skinner (1911)' Rogers (Lg67) and Honigmann (1956). These
traditional meÈhods have been further augmented hrith historicaL
information provided by a number of experienced skin
preparers and elders from the community of Nelson House.

4.I.2 Gender Roles and Decision_Making

Today, it is recognized that cree skin preparation in NeLson
House is no longer the specific domain of women as it once 1'ras (1,ü.

spence, Pers. comm., 1995). some men, particularly the husbands of
established skin preparers, now share in the skin preparation
workl0ad (Dumasr pêfs comm. , Lggs). Dumas (pers. comm. I rgg6l
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Fig-8 skin preparation researchers and culture groups

P1aíns Cree
Jenness (1932)
Koch (1977 |
Mandelbaum (1979)
Buck/Ahenakew (lg7?,
sask. rndian Ã,rts & crafts Advisory committee (Lg74,)

Oiíbwa Northern Alberta CreesÈeinbring(1966) 

- 

younger.-I.(1991)
Schneider (1-9721
Hunt (L9731
Lyford ( 1982)
Rogers ( 1960, l_963 )

Athapg,sban Groups tüest Mêin/!{estern lrloods CreeMcKennan (1965) 

-

Skinner ( 1911)McC1ellan (1975) Rogers 1iSøl¡'
Honigmann (1956)

Mistassini Cree
Rogers (L967 ¡L973)
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states that some of the reasons men are helping more with skin
preparaÈion are due to the fact that¡ ,,men hunt, less t,oday than
they used to so they have more time to help, while others are
simply interesÈed in the process or see that there is some money
to be made preparing moose skin."

Hohrever, male skin preparers are stilr a minority, and appear
to play a predominantry supportive rore within many of the
processes of skin preparation such as gathering materials and
producing tools- The gathering of materials such as poles for the
stretching frame (discussed in section 4.2.s collecting poles for
stretcher) or diamond wirlow for the smoking of the hide
(discussed in section 4.6.2 smudging Hide) were considered male
pursuits within the tanning process. rt was felt that the menial
demands of gathering these materials r¡trere better suited to males
as they r,rere the ones often more knowredgeable of the land, and
because of the physical demands of such activities $rere more
befitting of males. Nonetheless, men are far more involved in the
overall process of skín preparation than they rrtrere only decades
ago. As Elijah swanson (pers. comm. I rgg5) clearly stated in
regards to skin preparation, ,, men help out with the skins arot
more now than they did in my days, but the women are stilI boss!,,
(Pers. Comm. , 1995 ) .

Despite the involvement of men, üromen are stil1 considered to
be the final decision-makers on alL aspects of the skin
preparation process. Establishing who was the principal preparer
was considered to be of primary importance to many of the women as
this "makes it easier to work on arl the steps with as ritt.re
trouble (read:interference) as possibre.', (Hunter, pers. comm.,
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L996). As Moore (Pers. comm. , 1995) craimed, "peopre (referring to
the men) who don't know all there is to know about each hide only
get in the way and cause confusion. trty husband does only what r
ask him to do and this a great heIp.,, The Rocky Cree, through
gender considerations, have established a process of authority
witnin the skin preparation process which seems to work smoothly

and efficiently.

4.L.3 Decisions on Individual Hides

Nerson House tanners often work on many hides at a time. rt
was observed throughout the field season that tanners often had

many hides in different stages of preparation. This allowed the
tanners the choice to work on at least one hide if the oÈhers

could not be worked on due to environmental or economic reasons.
I have many hides in different stages. If the weather isn't right
to do one stage then r can arways work on another. r can never
just sit around doing nothing. There is always a hide that needs

work done on it,, (Moore, Pers. Comm., 1995).

It ís also acknowledged by many of the tanners that the
preparation of moose hides is not always accomplished using the
same specific steps. Decisions made throughout the tanning process

are not predetermined like a manual or a recipe from a cook book.

A variety of decisions are made depending on the state of each

individual hide and Èhe many environmental, cultural, geographic

and economic influences that affect each stage of tanning. As

Alice tr{oore (Pers. Comm. , L995) states,
the cleaning and preparation of the hide isn't done just
one vray. .. No one does their tasks in just one lray when
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working on a hide. There are many steps in hide tanning,
but some hides need different steps and others need moie
steps. The hide and things such as the weather, the
[condition] of my tools, and other things teII me whaÈ I
must do and how I must do it.

Decísions on what tasks should be completed and when they should
be completed are highly influenced by the individual moose hide
and certain environmental impacts such as weather (which will be

explained in later sections).
K. Spence (Pers. Comm. 11996) adds that "certain moose hídes

are easier to tan than others. A falI or winter hide is thicker
and harder to tan than a stunmer hide (due to its excessive need

for scraping, and because Èhe hair is thicker making the dehairing
process a longer, more arduous task)...a male moose is harder to
tan than a female (usually because the skin is thicker and needs

more scraping), and a hide from an old animal is harder to tan
than from a young one (again because the skin is tougher and

harder to scrape)" (Spence, Pers. Comm. I 1996).

4.2 Preparing Skins

Before deciding to proceed with the tanning process, the
following must be considered: where to prepare the skin, t,he time
of year and day to best begin work on the skin, soaking times, and

the collect.ion of poles needed for the stretcher.
Today, as in the past, men did a1I the skinning of the moose

they killed' usually at the kil1 site and usually within a short
time of killing them or the heat and sun wourd ruin the skin.
After the animal had been skinned, the hide was soaked in \^rater

for a few days to continue the bacterial action which loosens the
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renaining meat and hair from the skin.

4.2.L Hístorical preparation of Skins

Historically the moose skin was first removed from the animal
in order that it could be tanned as soon as possible. The hide was

soaked before working. If a hide was stored for any length of time
it was reconstituted by soaking in water before it was worked. rn
the past, moose hides were soaked in a mixture of water and
fireweed root which was boiled and then cooled. ,,The hides were
soaked in this tèa for a few days Èo loosen the meat. and sinew on
the hide, just as downy is used today', (vü. spence, pers. comm.,

1ee6 ) .

4-2-2 selecting tühere to start skin preparation

one of the first decisions for Nelson House skin preparers is
to decide on the location for the skin preparation process. some

preparers work on their hides at theír homes in the community,
while others, such as Alice Moore (pers, comm. , Lggsl I decided to
do t,heir skin work at outlying camps (Figure 9) surrounding Èhe

communit'y. Alice recounts her reasons for choosing to do her work
at her camp.

t prefer to do my work here at my camp because Nerson
House has _too many wild dogs. thése dõgs are attracted
Èo t,he hides and they can quickly wreck a hide, even ifit is up on a stretcñer. those dõgs are alot of troubrefor a tanner. r don't have as mucñ trouble with worvesor other animars out here. l'Iy dogs don,t touch my hides.
They knovr bet,ter.
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Figure 9. Daniel Donkey's camp.
June, 1996

During my field work I was faced with this reality when a hide

tha-t was soaking in a seemingly secure bucket was destroyed by a

local pack of dogs (Figure 10). The dogs were able to pry the skin

out of the conta'ner despite the fact that the container's lid was

protected by heavy logs and and concrete cinder blocks. The hide

was totally digested by the dogs leaving only a pile of hair to

mark the hide's demise.

This advantage of outlying camps is offset with environmental

problems. For instance, Alice Moore (Pers, COllliU. Augus"t 28, 1995)

also reveals that one of the problems of outlying camps is the

threat of fire. "We had a fire a few years back, 'that came within a

quarter of a mile to here. Nelson House is much safer from fires

than we are way out here. If that fire had come into my camp I
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would have lost alot of hides. I guess I take that chance because

I would much rather do my hides here than in Nelson House."

Fig...1 0 Dog c.ircling lJide storage area,
Nelson House May, 1996

In determining a sui·table site to prepare skins, skin workers

must locate a cleared area with suitable water (for soaking

purposes), a bucket or stream (tor soaking purposes), a nearby

ample supply of appropriate wood (for the stre-tching frame), a

cleared working area, a cabin or structure (for eating and

sleeping purposes), a nearby abundant s-tockpile of Diamond willow

(for smoking the hide) and, ideally, a smokehouse. These

considerations must be made in advance before work on a hide can
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begin.

4 -2 - 3 selecting rrthen to start skin preparation

Tanning can be performed year round. K. spence (pers. comm.,
L996) reports that "r have prepared hides during arr parts of the
year, but it is best t,o work on a hide in the early spring or late
faII because it is not too cold and not too hot... it is easier to
scrape the hide in cool-er weaÈher...there is less chance of the
hide spoiling... and there are no bugs.,, rn addition, hides can be
stored frozen in the early spring or late falr untir the preparer
is ready to work on the hides. processing hides between late
spring and early faIl seasons means that work must be done soon
after the animal is butchered in order to prevent the sunmer heat
and sun from causing the hide to deteriorate. ,,rn the past, hides
were strung up in Èhe summer on stretchers right alrray to prevent
shrinkage and rotting" (w. spencer pêrs. comm., 1995). The
constant torment of black flies and mosquitoes in the summer also
contríbutes to the preference of working on hides at
other times of the year.

However, Alice Moore (pers. comm., 1995) mentioned that she
rarely worked on hides in the winter months as it was ,,far too
cold to work on hides when the temperature is 1ower Èhan 20 belor,v

[celsius]. rnstead, r work on my sewing during the winter.,, Keith
spence (Pers. comm., L9g6) also recounted that he wourd rarely
work on a hide during the winter months: ,,r prefer to work on
hides in the spring or falr. r wilr also work on hides in the
summer, but it is much harder... r don,t work on hides in the
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winter very much."

Today, some people have access to freezers which allows them

to keep their hides over extended periods of time in the suiltmer

without rotting until t,hey are ready to be worked on. For
instance, Dumas (Pers. Comm., ]-996) reports that, ,,Today, hides

don't have to be worked on right a!{ay because of refrigerators or
freezers. A hide can be stored in a freezer for many months

alrowing the tanner to work on the hide when she is ready." rf it
is decided to work on moose hides at a later date, the hides are
folded with the flesh side in, wrapped in a plastic garbage bag to
prevent freezer burn, and stored in a refrígerator or freezer,
when avairabre. of course, not all skin preparers have access to
refrigeration. The decisions on when to work on a hide by those

who do not have access to refrigeration are more immediate. K.

Spence (Pers. Comm. , L996\, for instance, states that ,, I don't
have a freezer, so I have to work on my hide when the hide is
ready to be worked on. r usually begin work on the hide after it
has been soaking for no more than one week. So, in the sunmer, I
must be prepared quickly to begin tanning. If I don,t, work on the
hide quickly, then it may sÈart to spoil and this means it will be

useless. "

Vüorking on hides in the winter also has its problems. For

instance, K. Spence (Pers. Comm., 1996) relates that,,working on

hides in the winter is difficult unress you have a large heated

building to work in. "Alice [l{oore] had such a building and this
was heated. It made it easier to work on the hides when it was

very cold outside."
All hides, whether fresh, cooled or frozen are soaked in
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Ì,vater, usually !,¡ith a fetrr capfuls of Downy fabric softener to
soften the remaining meat on the hide and to minimize the smell
before working. Hides are then placed in a metal or plastic tub of
clean wat,er with the hair side down for no more than one week and

usually only a few days or unt.il ready to be strung up on a
stretchíng frame. The hide is kept from floating by a wooden pole

or paddle. This process reconstitutes the hide if previously
frozen or cooled.

4.2.4 Time of Day

Most skin preparers vrho worked on summer hides preferred to
work on t,heir hides in the early morning when iÈ was cooler and

the insect harassment was not as great. "The best time to work on

a hide at this time of year [summerJ is very early in the morning

when it is cooler. Sometimes f work on my hides later in the day

for the sanne reason" (Spence, Pers. Comm.,1996l.In the vrinter,
early spring or late fall, most tanners shov¡ed a desire to work on

their hides at midday when it was warmest. "In t,he faIl
and spring, I work on my hides whenever I can , but I prefer to
work on them just after lunch. The sun is higher and it is a

little ïrarrner then" (Moore Pers. Comm. I L995) The weather was the
main decídíng factor on the time of day to perform the skin
preparation process.

4.2.5 Soaking Duration

One of the first decisions that a tanner must make is
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whether t'o continue soaking the hide in water, and if so, for hor¿

long. After the animal is skinned, the hide is soaked in water for
a few days to continue the bacterial action in the skin. The
weather has a great dear of influence on such a decision.

rn the bush, r saw the skin of the moose immediately
immersed in water soon after it was skinned. ri tneweather was cord enough that the hide courd freeze thenrhe hide would be folãed with rhe mear sidà i". -it trr"weather was too $rarm, then r would have to decide tosoak the hide. r wourd then have to be ready to r^rork onthe hide very soon as you can,t soak the híäe for toolong or the skin gets üery difficult to virork on. rÈtends to rip easily ang_is no good for making moccasins.Moore (pers. Comm., 1-gg1) -

Lirlian Hunter (pers. comm. , !996) adds that ,,those who get me the
hide have to do it right, ar¡ray in the surnmer so that the hide will
not rot." Holrrever, there are certain advanÈages to leaving a hide
soaking for extreme periods of time. Excessive soaking permits the
hair to literally rot off the hide. This means that a tanner can
almost skip the dehairing stage as the hair can be literatly
pealed off by hand as stas experíenced with two hides left to soak
in a slough (Figure 11) filled with extremely cold meltwater for
up to two weeks- This method though, is fraught hrith danger as the
rest of the hide could easily rot away as well rendering the hide
useless. Çarefur attentíon to the condition of the híde is
necessary if a tanner is going to reave a hide for more than a
week to aid in hair removal. Despite t,he fact that Èhis method
makes defleshing easier, few tanners Iet their hides soak for the
rength of Èime needed to rot, the hair off the hide. This process
is considered to be too risky to attempt since it. can jeopardize
the quality of the skin. Most skin preparers wourd much rather
attempt the laborious task of cutt,ing the hair off the hide after
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Fig.11 Hide soaking in slough outside Nelson House
May, 1996

defleshing rather than attempt the eaSler task of pUlling the

rotting hair off the skin after excessive soaking. The possible

risk of loosing the hide to rot is perceived to be too much of a

gamble. "I would be too scared to do my hide that way (referring

to excessive soaking) because there is too much danger of rotting

the skin too much. The hide won't scrape well and there will be

trouble smoking i-t too. We were lucky with -these hides" (referring

to the -two hides which had been soaked long enough to rot the hair
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off) (Hunter, Pers. Comm. June 20, 1996).

Fi-J.12 Nelson HvllS2 ,7 ':er a sudden snow ston1l
May L. _, ~ 1996

o-ther soak1ng considerations !nust also be made. For instance,

Jllf the weather 1s tOl' C:Jl d, T.he hide may be frozen in the bucket

or stream that it is be: il,:! stu -,:;..1 in. Then i·t is too difficult to

unfold the 1 ide. The hide c )ul..1 c__ 30 break because it is frozen"

(K. Spence 1-02rs., 199c). 1'his prOb.LelLl was encountered during late

spring field work on a hide 'V. - LCI- was stored ina pai.L. ,="~'1e

temperature dropped and i: Jegan to snow (Fig 12) causing the pail

to freeze wh~ch de~ ~y~..1 work on the hide for a week. As a result,

the hide was neve1- COlLlp:""-:::tE:=;J during the summer field season. If
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the weather is too cold, the tanner will be forced to delay work
on the hide and just let it stay frozen until the weather changes.

Al1 tanners agreed that t,he weather was the most apparent
factor delaying this stage of work on a hide. Hunter (pers. comn.,
L996) for instance, concluded that "the weather will teII me when
it is right to string up a hide after it has been soaking.
rf it is a clear day and not too coId. or hot r can then string up
the hide with little difficulÈy rf the weather is not right, you
vrron't be able to work on the hide.', usually hides are praced in a
metal or plastic tub of clean water with the hair síde down for no
more than one week and usually only a few days or until iÈ is
decided that a hide is ready to be either strung up on a
stretching frame for defleshing (the removal of the remaining
fresh left on the hide afÈer skinning by the hunter).

4.2.6 Collecting poles E'or Stretcher

Frames are usualry made from poles of spruce cut from
previously burned areas near the community. These spruce are very
straight because of the age of the forest, and are cured by the
fire which prevents the frame from warpíng. There are a number of
burn areas found outside the community on crown rand. The

preferred burns are twenty years old where the bark has been
charred off and the branches have fa11en ahray.

Tanners usually cut down only Èhe number of trees they need
for a specific hide. Most of the tanners either do not o!ùn or
have regular access to a vehicle and many do not, know how to
drive- Because the closest burn sites are far from Nelson House
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and many of the outlying camps, it is necessary to obtain the use

of a truck in order to obtain the required poles. Vehicles are not

always available aÈ needed timesr so this must be factored in to
the decision-making process of skin preparation.

As a result, the proximity of burn sites to the skin
preparaÈion location is an important factor in determining

decisions on when to gather the reguired poles which enables the

skin productíon process to continue. Fortunately, for Nelson House

t,anners, there has been an adequate number of forest fires in the
area so there is an adequate supply of wood to use for framing

purposes. Nevertheless, the proximity of burn areas to a tanner's
preparation site is a factor in the decision of when to set up a

stretching frame. As a result, skin preparers must make adequate

plans in relation to location, time of day, soaking times, and

pole collection before deciding to proceed with the skin
preparation process.

4.3 Tools

Skin workers in Ne1son House use a variety of tools and

materials in their skin preparation activities. These include a
variety of scrapers, fleshers, rope, beaming tools, and stretching
frames. The following inventory lists the many tools and materials
used in the skin preparation process.

4.3.1 Historical Tool Use

The Cree used a number of bone beamers, bone fleshers and
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semilunar knives in the skin preparation process. Honignann

(1956)' claimed that the Swampy Cree of Attawapiskat, Ontario cut
meat with a knife made from the rib bones of caribou, moose and

bear. Skinner (1911) íllustrates a chisel-shaped scraper with or
\^rithout teeth and a semilunar metal knife with a handle used for
freshing after contacÈ. He also describes the use of a beaming

tool made of the shin bone of a deer (p. 34).
Mason (L967 ) states that the Swampy Cree of Oxford House used

a "scraping tool made by breaking a moose tibia in half and filing
the broken part to a chisel-like edge', (p. 36). Cross Lake

Education (L994) | the Native Education Branch (L977 ) and t,he

elders of Nelson House also maintain that a moose bone tool was

used to scrape off all the remaining flesh and fat. The top
section of the bone, immediately below t,he joint, was wrapped with
rawhide or a smoked skin band which increased the leverage of the
tool. Steel knives to cut off flesh and fat and scissors to clip
t,he hair were arso used after contact (ltason, 1967; 36). !ü. spence

(Pers. Comm. I L995) reports that "in the past, I was told that
some people used tools made of slate or obsidian to cut moose

hairs, but these tools $/ere hard to make and very hard to get."
Rogers and Smith (1991) report that moose hides \^rere

stretched on frame stretchers of various sizes. The frames

consisted of a number of "poles within which the hide was

stretched open" (p. 14L). Mason (L967 ) mentions that the nearby

Swampy Cree of Oxford House, Manitoba stretched their animal skins
on a rectangular frame made of wooden poles procured from the
surrounding forest. Historical references by Nelson House elders
(W. Spence, Pers. Comm. I L996i Dumas, Pers. Comm. , L996¡
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Donkey, Pers. Comm., L996) revealed similar rectangular frames

made from Jack pine or spruce trees in the surrounding forests.
These frames were lashed together \,ûith either sinew line
originating from the tendons situated alongside the spine of the
caribou or from smoked skin line of caribou, deer or moose skin.

4.3.2 Fisherman's Sideline

Sinew or smoked skin line used to tie the hide to the
stretchíng frame is no longer used in the skin preparaÈion process

because of the time involved in fabricating such line (Dumas,

Pers. Comm., 1996). Oespite the fact that smoked line is a by-
products of the tanning process, most preparers feel that
fisherman's sideline is more economical to use because ,,it is
stronger and more durable"(Dumas, Pers. Comm. I L996), ,rand it
doesn't stretch... and can be reused more often,, (Hunter, pers.

Comm. , Lgg6l. Fisherman's sideline comes in 25 pound (11.5 Kg)

spools which contain 50 feet, (15.2 m) of line. Fishe::uran's

sideline is sometimes available at the 1ocal Northern storê.
However, it was this researchers experíence that sideline was a

rather difficult commodity to come by. Repeated frust,rating
attempts to locate sideline in Thompson and Nelson House often
came up empty-handed. One spool was eventually located at the

local Northern Store ín Ne1son House, but the cost ($SO for a L5.z

m spool) often made such a purchase prohibitive to many tanners.
A great deal of sideline is used to string up one moose hide.

For instance, I have witnessed many tanners use up Èo half a spool

of fisherrnan's sideline (minimum of 7.6 m or 25 ft) for a medium
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sized moose. This can quickry use up a spoor of sideline if more

than one moose is to be tanned which is often the case.

4.3.3 Knives

Sharp metal knives (often referred to in Cree as mohkoman by

tanners) are used to cut a\^ray flesh to create a clean area on the
hide. A No. 2 beaver fleshing knife was the preferred choice among

most skin preparers, but again, t'he availability of such knives
r¡rras rare in the local stores and many skin preparers had to
purchase such kníves in Thompson or from people taking trips to
Vüinnipeg. I made many such purchases for a number of tanners while
in Î'linnipeg. It was observed that many tanners used o1d I inch
(20.4cm) kitchen knives which r^rere very difficult to keep sharp

and difficult to use because their blades $rere to long and narrow

(unlike the No. 2 beaver skinning knife which has a rounded tip
which provides an easy way to gently cut under the folds of meat).

Despite the fact that most tanners did not have the beaver

skinning knife, most indicated that they preferred to use such a

knife if it were available. The same knives !ùere often used to
remove the hair from the hide. Some preparers clip the hair short
with scissors and then use knives to complete the process of hair
removal. This process r^/as more necessary for hides secured in the
winter as explained by Keith Spence (K. Spence, Pers. Comm. I L996

see secÈion 4. 1.2 Decisions on Individual llides ) . l¡Ietal dehairing
tools, such as knives and scissors, are preferred over bone tools
because their blades are far sharper and, therefore, more

efficient at cutting arvay the hair.
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4.3.4 Flesher

Further fleshing is accomplished with a tool made from the
leg bone of a moose (called a mekelasan in Cree) (Figure 13). This

lras accomplished by breaking a moose tibia in half and filing the
broken part at an angle and fashioning the end to a chisel-lj.ke
notched edge. Oft,en bone fleshers are braced with a leather strap
at the top to give better support to the user."Borle scrapers are

better because they are cheapêf,, and I can get one from my

relatives who go hunting" (Hunter, Pers. Comn., 1996). Such tools
are also considered to be more gentle and efficient at skin
removal on the delicate hides Èhan meÈa1 implements. "They don't
beat up the skin or put holes in the skin if worked correcLly,' (K.

Spence, Pers. Comm. , L9961. In addition, a bone scraper did not

require much time or energy t'o fabricate. "Bone meat scrappers are

not difficult to make and an experienced person can make many very
quickly" (Dumas, Pers. Comm., L9961.

4.3.5 Scraper

Scraping tools (ca1led a maXahekan in Cree) with curved metal

blades screwed into wooden handles (often wrapped with duct tape)

are used to remove all final traces of epidermal layer and hair
stubble (Figure 13). "scraping tools also thin the hide to an even

thickness, because that is what you want in a good hide" (K.

Spence, Pers. Comm., 19961. "Metal blades are used because thêy

are strong and can be sharpened alot and because they hold that
sharpness a long time" (Spence, Pers. Comm., 1996).
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Fiq.13. ALiee Moore's tanning tool-s (L to R) Scraper, moose bone
flesher, beamíng scraper and duct-tape handled scraper.

Scrapers are made out of just about any local metal material-

avail-able that can be fashioned into a strong, flat, broad blade

with a curved sharp edge. ft is imperat,ive that the metal used to

fashion a scraper not be burned or heated in any hlay. As K" Spence

(Pers. Comm., L996) explains, "If themetal used for a scraper has

been heated it will loose its sharpened edge must faster. You will
always be sharpening that thing." The runners of toboggrans are

often used because they are the desired thickness and can be
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fashioned easily into a scraper. One enterprising tool-maker
fashioned a scraper out of a chaín saw blade.

4.3.6 Beamer

Finally, a variety of chafing or beaming tools (often
referred to as pasl*tachekan in cree) (see Fígure 13) are used to
scrape any loose pieces of skin (often referred to as defluffing)
remaining on the hide after lubricants are utilized. Some

preparers use a deer 1eg bone for this purpose, rubbing the thick
end-joint of the bone against the skin surface in a scouring
motion. others use a curved metal scraper att.ached to a wooden

handle. One preparer even uses sand paper to burnísh the skin
insisting that "this creates the smoothest skin surface', (K.

Spence Pers. Comm., 1996).

4.3.7 Stretching Frames

Today, skin workers in Nelson House mount their moose

hides on square or rectangular frames in order to remove flesh and

hair (Figure 14). Frames are usuallymade from 16 foot (5 m) poles
of spruce cleared from previously burned areas near the
community ( See Section 4.2.6).

Frames are made larger than the hide and are held together
with 4 inch (10 cm) Hardox nails, fisherman's sideline and small
cross-bracing po1es. Poles are cut into approximately Èwo L0-14

foot (3-4.5 m) lengths at the base and two 10-11_ foot (3-3.4 m)

lengths at the uprights for a large moose measuring 6 feet
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(2 metre) by 6 feet (2

Lhe base and two 6-10

medium to small moose

or less.

6-10 foot (2-3 m) lengths at,

lengths at the uprights for a

feet ( 1.8 m) by 5 feet (1.8 m)

m) , and two

foot (2-3 m)

measuring 5

Fig.14. Hides mounted on frames at the ALice Moore camp
Augustr 7995

once built, the frame is leaned up against a house, fence t or

cross-bracing pote that has been nailed between two trees. The

frame is then leaned at an approximate 60-80 degree angle against

the house, fence or cross-bracing poIe. "Poles held together with

nails can be put together more quickly and are far stronger than
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poles lashed

skin straps"
together with either sideline or traditional leather
(Dumas, Pers. Comm. , L9961.

4.3.8 Files

Files are used almost exclusively to keep the scrapers sharp.

The constant need to sharpen scrapers requíred Èhe use of good

strong files. Scrapers tend to dull easily against the dry hide of
a moose. Scrapers work best when their blades are kept very sharp.

A sharp scraper lessens the exertion of the process. Most skin
preparers usually had a number of files at their disposal.
Favorite files r^rere 20 cm flat half round ,'Bastards" vrhich sell
for approxímately $15-$20 at the local Northern Store. However,

Tr¡ro tanners at one camp qrere observed using an oId metal scissor
to sharpen the blade of scrapper. They would press the inside edge

of the one scissor blade against the scraper blade and run it
Iengthwise againsÈ the scraper blade in one fluid motion. This

method of filling T¡/as surprisingly effective in sharpening the
scrapper. Though few tanners used thís method of sharpening, all
!üere ahrare of the technigue. "ft works very well when you don't
have a fÍIe" (Hunter, Pers. Comm., 1996).

4.4 F1esh and Hair Removal

The first steps in Rocky Cree skin preparation following
skinning, meat removal and soaking involved cutting the remaining

particles of meat, and fat from the inner surface and removing the
hair. This process is referred to by the Rocky Cree as "fleshing',
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and'dehairing" (Dumas Pers. Comm., 1995). The following sections
describe when to construct the frame, the processes involved in
the fleshing and dehairing procedures, as werl as historical
methods of flesh and hair removal.

4.4.L Historical Flesh and Hair Removal

Historically' T¡romen sometimes fleshed the hide as it lay on

the ground and shaved the hairs while holding the skin against a

1og (V[. Spence Pers. Comm., L995). Ivlason (t967lr on the other
hand, describes that once an animal had been skinned, its warm

hide was stretched on a rectangular frame and its hair clipped
close with a knife or scissors (p. 36). Cross Lake Education
(1994) states that a square frame of four sturdy spruce trees were

constructed large enough to spread and loop the hide into the
frame with a smoked skin rope. Two poles r¡rere then placed

vertically and the other trvo horizontally joining at the end of
eaçh pole with the corners tied tightly together so that the flesh
and the fur of the moose hide could be scraped off.

4.4.2 When Èo Construct Frame

In order to flesh and dehair a moose hide it is necessary to
construct a stretching frame which will keep the hide stretched
tight to ease the fleshing and dehairing process (See Figure 14).

It is considered "much easier to flesh and dehair a hide when it
is mounÈed on a frame because you can get better leverage and the
hide won't slip a\'tray from you" (M. Spence, Pers. Comm. I L9961 . If
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the hide is defleshed on the ground or against a fleshing 1og, as

some other Cree groups do (See Young et. al., 1991¡2 tne chopping

motion must be more gentle as both the ground and a fleshing log
offers more resistance. "This can cause the hide Èo be easily cut
or sliced \^rith the fleshing tool,' (M. Spence, pers. Conm., 1995).

As a result, most Rocky Cree tanners use only Èhe stretching frame

to deflesh the hide.
The decision of when to construcÈ a frame is usually decided

when thê preparer has collected the necessary poles and rope

needed to stretch the hide and when the preparer has the required
two to four hours necessary to string up a medium sized moose

hide. "Usua1ly, I make sure I have plenty of time in my day to
string up the hide before taking the hide out of the water. Once

you take the hide out of the water it must be strung up on a
stretcher or it may begin to rot and shrink as it dries,
especially in the summer" (Hunter, Pers. Comn. , L996). Because of
the lengthy time involved in sÈringing up a hide, decisions to
place a hide on a frame usually preclude any other activity for
that day. As Lillian Hunter (Pers. Comm. I L996 ) stated, ,,I do not
cook or make any pJ-ans on the day I string up the hide. I don't
have time."

4.4.3 Attaching Hide to Frame

After a hide has been soaked, it is either placed on a 1og or
on t,he ground witn the hair side down. Approximate L/2 inc}:, (lcm)

slits are cut with a sharp knife roughly every 4 inches (10cm)

around the edge of the hide (Figure 15). A medium-sized moose may
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Fig.15 Lillian Hunter cuts slits around the edge of the hide
June, 1996

have up to 60 slits cut into the perimeter of the hide. On a large

moose this often requires the laborious task of cutting up to 100
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slits into the edges of the hide.
ïrieather considerations determine when t'he híde is to be

attached to the frame as cold or wet days hinder the cutting of
slits on the the skin. "On cold days it is difficult to cut holes

because my fingers get numb...on weÈ days it is hard to get good

Ieverage because ttre hide and the knife become too slippery,, (K.

Spence, Pers. Comm. , L9961.

"The rope should always pu1l up and down (at a vertical
angle) to the slit. On the corners, the hole should be cut
sideways (at a diagonal angle) to prevent the rope from rípping
through the hide when it is strung up" (IIunter, Pers. Comm. I L9961

The rope is then looped around the center of the cross-braced
pole. "This must be done exactly in the center or the hide will be

pu11ed unevenly" (Hunter, Pers. Comm., l-996). The hide is then

laced with t,he tail at the top center of the frame. Then the
corners are laced (Figure 16) ensuring that the rope is kept tight
at all times. Then you lace the bottom right corner and leg and

the bottom left corner and leg. This sçFlares the hide nicely
beÈween the po1es" (M. Spence, Pers. Comm., 1995). ,'It is
important to always keep the tension even on all sides of the

stretching frame" (Hunter, Pers. Comm. | 1996).

The entire process consists of constant tightening and re-
tightening until the tension is considered even around the entire
frame. There should be at least 5-6 inches (12.5-15cn) between the
hide and the poles to allow room for re-tightening as the hide
dries. If the hide has dried during the frame attachment

procedure, a smaIl amount of warm water is spread on the hide. The

hide is then ready for fleshing, dehairing and later scraping.
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Fig.16 Kevin Brownlee attaches hide to frame
June, 1996

4.4.4 Fleshing

After attaching the hide to the frame, the next step involves

cutting the remaining particles of meat and fat from the inner

surface (fleshing) (Figure 17). Sharp number 2 metal beaver

fleshing knives are then used to cut away any remaining flesh to

create a clean area. Care must be exercised as it is very easy to

put a hole into the hide while removing excess meat. Further

fleshing is accomplished with a fleshing tool (mekekwan) (See Fig.



Eí9.77 ATiee Moore fleshing a moose híde with a moose bone fTesher
September, L995

13) Fleshing with a mekekwan is accomplished using short,
vigorous downward chopping motions onto the hide and t,owards the
body. once again, care shourd be emptoyed as it is very easy to
punch a hole into the hide during this process.

"This task takes alot of energy and takes a very long time
depending on the size of the hide and t,ime of year,' (Hunter pers.

Comm. , L9961. "Fleshing is more easily accomplished on a frozen
skin which also decreases the chance of damage to the hide, (K.

Spence, Pers. Comm., 1996). The amount of time it took
to complete this and ot,her skin preparation phases vras difficult,
to determine as most skin preparers did not keep a formal track of
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the time and none wear watches. Lillian Hunter explained this best
when she said, "I don't know how long this takes to do. When I am

working on a moose, I don't look at a clock when I work" (pers.
Comm. , L9961. It took me an entire day to remove the meat from a

Iarge hide. An experienced person could probably finish fleshing a

large hide in roughly Èwo to three hours.

4.4.5 Removing Hair

K. Spence (Pers. Comm., L996) reports, "lrlhen Èhe skin has

been defleshed, the frame is turned around so that the hair side
is up and the neck area of the hide is at the top. The hair and

the first layer of epidermal skin are then removed. ,,This process

can take many days to complete depending on the size and thickness
of the moose skin" (Ðumas Pers. Comm., 1996\. Ðehairing tools are

used with a cutting motíon ah/ay from the body. "I r¡rrork from the
edges towards the center of Èhe hide eíther with or against the
grain of the hair, whichever is the easiest,' (N. Swanson pers.

Comm. , 1995 ) . One tanner r^ras observed using a very sharp axe to
cut away the hair but this Ì{as not considered usual as it is very
easy to put. a hole in the hide using such a Èoo1.

The decision to use metal dehairing tools over bone tools is
made "because their blades are far sharper', (K. Spence, pers.

comm. , L9961. The hair and the first layer of skin are then

removed. As with decisions on when to fJesh the hide, weather

concerns affect when a hide is to be dehaired. AII skin preparers

considered it undesirable in Èhe summer to dehair a hide in the
rain or under the intense heat of the afternoon sun. Similar1y, if
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it is too cold in the spring or faIl, skin preparers consider
dehaíring an arduous chore and usually decide to wait for warmer

weather. "Dehairing is rarery done in the winter" (K. spence pers.

Comm. JuIy 26, 1996).

fn addition, "The hide must not be comptetely dry for the
removal of haír. A Iittle bit of wetness helps to remove the hair.
It also vron't harm the hide when you scrape if it is a litt1e \¡rret,,

(M. Spence, Pers. Comm., 1995). As a result, hides are often
dehaired immediately (sometimes before freshing, see section
5.2.4) before the hide has a chance to dry out completely. This is
a difficurt task in the sunrmer as hides (depending on the size)
Èend to dry out quickty in the summer heat. This is another reason

why most preparers prefer to work on their hides in the spring or
fa11. rn the summer, Preparers tend to choose coor (but not too
cold) ' cloudy days to flesh and dehair their hides so the skins
won't dry so quickly.

4.4.6 Scraping

At this stage "you can leave thê skin up on the frame for a

very long time, even in the summer', (Spence, pers. Comm. I Lg96)

(Figure 18). once the hide has reached this stage the tanner has a
choice whether to continue working on the hide or leaving the hide
unÈiI such time as she or he can return to work on it. lrÏhen

visiting tanning sites, it is typical to see hides left. up on

frames for months on end. "rf it is a hot summer, r can 1eave the
hides up until faII when it is better to work on them" (Moore,

Pers. Comm., 1995). Spence (Pers. comm., L9g6) adds, "if something
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else comes up, then I can leave the hide when it gets to this

stage. Or I can begin work on another hide if I have one. Then I

can leave all the hides until fall. In the fall it is easier to

work on them when the all the bugs are gone."

Fig. 18. Author with fleshed moose hide.
July, 1996

Once the hide has dried on the frame scraping can commence

(Figure 19). Scraping tools (Sometimes called by the Cree

matahekan) are used to remove all final traces of meat, epidermal

layer and hair stubble. "Scraping tools also thin the hide to an

even thickness, because that is what you want in a good hide" (K.

Spence, pers. comm., July 26, 1996). Home crafted metal tools are
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usually chosen for the scraping process. UMetal blades are used

because they are strong and can be sharpened alot and because they

hold that sharpness a long time" (K. Spence, pers. comm., 1996).

Daniel Donkey (Pers. Comm., 1996) recounts that, "It is easy and

cheap to find the right kind of metal to make tools from." I

sometimes make tools out of old toboggan runners or any metal

scrap lying around."

Fig.19 Lillian Hunter scrapes a hide
June, 1996
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In fact, Daniel Donkey constructed a very usable scraper out of an

old chain sar,rr frame.

"The dark skin (epidermis) of the hide on the hair side
should be completely removed when scraped or else the grease used

to soften the hide r¡ron't go through" (Hunter Pers. Comm., L9961 .

This will affect the flexibility and softness of the hide and

could render the hide useless for garments as Madeline Spence

(Pers. Comm. I L996) recounts, u If the hide is not scraped

properly and some of the epidermis is left on, then the hide will
not fully stretch and this is not good for making moccasins. It is
alright for making snovrshoes, but not moccasins."

At this point the product is referred to by the Rocky Cree as

'rawhide' and can be stored or used as babiche lines for snowshoe

fillíng, or for rattles and drums. "If one is making rattles and

drums, the hide must be soaked for up to two days, making it
easier to work with Èhe híde and to hold its shape once it,s dry"
(Dumas Pers. Comm., L9961.

4.5 Lubricating and Softening Skins

After aII meat, hair and excess connective tissue is removed,

the skin is detached from the frame and is put through a number of
lubricating or greasing and softening steps in order to make the
skin pliable. "After all scraping, the hide is very stiff and

brittle and can easily break. It needs to be greased and softened
so it can be conÈinued to be worked on without damage to the

hide." The lubrication stage regenerates the collagen bundles

located just under the moose skin (Oakes, Pers. Comm., 1997¡
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Pruitt, Pers. Comm. I L997r. These bundles lose some of their
collagen when scraped and this is why the skin loses some of its
pliability and elastic characteristics. Lubrication regenerates

the bundles enabling the skin Èo regaín its elasticity (pruitt,
Pers. Comm., L997 ). A number of decisions on how to resoak the
hide, drying methods and what, materials to use as greasing agents

must be made in order to soften the hide and prepare it for the
final smoking step.

4.5.1- Historical Lubricating and Softening

Historically, after all superfluous tissue and hair had been

removed and scraped, the skin was washed in a container or ,,put in
the middle of a creek or river, tied to a stake dríven into Èhe

river bottom" (Donkey. Pers Comm., L996) after a few days it was

taken out of the water and hung out to dry (Skinner, 191L; Ivlason,

L967; Native Education Branch, L977; Indian Affairs And Northern
Development, L974; and Cross Lake Education, L994. ) After drying,
a mixture of warmed animal grease (usually bear) or brains and

water was urorked thoroughly into the skin (Donkey, pers Comm.,

1996). This process was performed in order to soften the skin.
Honigirnann (1956) concurs, but adds that "the worker applied a

mixture of brains and water, or pike rivers, to both surfaces of
the skin and left it in place for about three days,' (p.27r. Mason

(1967 ) and Spence (Pers. Comm., 1995) claim that the skin was

soaked in a mixture of water and grease, soap ¡ ot oatmeal which

was alleged to soften skins as successfully as any commercial or
traditional anirnal greases. Cross Lake Education (1994) reveals
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that fish oil or melted lard or any kind of commercial grease ltras

used to soften the hide. However, W. Spence (pers. Comm., 1995)

recounts that, " Ltt the old days there \^rasn't much lard around so

people just used the brains and scrubbed soap into the hide."
Nancy Swanson (Pers. Comm. I L995) stated that ,,in the o1d days in
Nelson House, people used mostly fish oi1 or bear grease...and
only sometimes brains ralere used if a hunter brought some in from a

kiII.'
Swanson (Pers. Comm., 1995) maintains, ,,that in Èhe old days,

what I saw done was that t.he place was made hot r^rith fire or wood

stove and the brain v¡ater was heated this way which made the brain
water sink into and dry into the hide." !Íhen this process \^ras

concluded, the skin was again hung out to dry. rt Ìâras then taken
down and soaked and the brains and grease washed out. The wet skin
was then worked and stretched with the hands while it dried, until
it. became pliable (skinner, 191,1 34). Honigmann (1956) recounts
the "scraping and beating" of skins that had been soaked in brain
or liver mixtures" \^ras apparently a substitute for putling and

stretching (p. 271. Cross Lake Education (L994) provides a

somewhat detailed description of how the Cree stretched and r¡ùrung

out their hides after being soaked:

"Io wring out' the hide it needs to be fotded in a
certain wayi first you spread the hide on a flat surface
and fold the two corners opposite from each other to the
center... ro11 the folded ends to the center, Èhís wil1
leave you the two other corners free to tie a long stick
to them. You put the folded hide around the stump and
tie the stick onto the hide using Èhe free corners...
turning clockwise, squeezing and twisting the water out
of the hide" (p. l-).

The hide was then stretched tautly across a rectangular or
square frame to restore it to its original size to compensate for
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shrinkage (Indian Affairs And Northern Development, 1974: 5). If

there was any remaining flesh or fluff left on the hide, the hide

was scraped one last time.

4.5.2 Resoaking Hide

Today, moose hides are placed either in a barrel or

positioned in the middle of a creek or river, tied to a stake

driven into the river bottom so the hide will not float away

(Figure 20). The presence of dogs and the availability of a nearby

river or slough are the main factors influencing this choice.

Fig.20 Daniel Donkey and Kieth Spence prepare to soak moose hide
August, 1996
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"I usually put Lillian's [Hunter] hide in the middle of the river,
tied to a stake driven into the river bottom so it won't float
a\Âray. This keeps the hide safe from animals and wild dogs"

(Donkey, Pers. Comm., L996). As Nancy Swanson (Pers. Comm., 1995)

st,ates, "ÍE would be better to place my hides in the middle of a

river to soak rather than soaking in this bucket. Animals are

always a threat, but I don't have a nearby river to place rny hide
in. So I just put it in a bucket in my smokehouse and hope for the
best." After a few days the hide is taken out of the water and

hung out to dry on an elevated pole or tree.

4.5.3 füringing, Stretching and Drying

After the third day the skin is rinsed in fresh lukewarm

water and removed for wringing and drying. The hide is folded so

that ít is eventually in one long strip. rt is then wrapped around

a po1e, debarked and delimbed tree or fence post with the ends

tied around a short stick which is anyuhere from 24 inches (61cm)

to 39 ínches (1m) long, and at least 2 inches (5 cm) in diameter.

"The preparer slowly twists the hide by Èurning the short stick
which places pressure on the hide allowing the water to drain
(Figure 2Ll. The stick is then untwisted, its position slightly
shifted, and then the hide is wrung out once again (Dumas, pers.

Comm., 1995). "This is done many times until as much water is
r^rrung from the hide as possible,' (M. Spence pers. Comm. r :-996).
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Fig.21 Kevin Brownlee and Lillian Hunter slowly wring the hide
June, 1996

UAfter this step is completed, the hide is straightened out

on the pole, tree or fence post and stretched by hand to smooth

out the wrinkles and break down the tissues to make the skin soft

and flexible" (Dumas, Pers. Corom., 1996). Alice Moore had a steel

rod suspended from the roof of her cabin for this purpose. uThis

stretching process sometimes takes hours to finish properly"

(Hunter Pers. Corom., 1996). Another slight variation of this step

involves 'two people (Figure 22). UBoth preparers will grasp the

hide, one at each end, and pull until the hide is considered

elastic" (K. Spence Pers. Corom., 1996). "If the hide is not

stretched enough, it will dry stiff and I would have to do it over
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again" (M. Spence, Pers. Carom. August 19, 1995).

Fig.22 Lillian Hunter and Kevin Brownlee stretch hide
June, 1996

4.5.4 Contemporary Lubricating

Today, once the scraping and dehairing process is completed,

tanners melt grease in the form of fish oil, lard, bear grease, or

even vegetable oil (rare) and then "sprinkle the warmed grease

with a spruce bough over both sides of the whole hide" (Spence,

pers. carom., 1996). "The grease should not be very hot because
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moose hides burn easily. The grease is heated and then chilted a

little so it is just warrn to the touch. You don't rub the grease

into the hide. It will just soak into the hide" (Hunter Pers.

Conm. , 19961.

"Fish oil is still the most popular greasing material used by

most Nelson House skin preparers" (M. Spence pers. cornm., 1996).

"Today, I don't use the brains at all, I just use lard or fish oil
when I can get it. I don't think anyone uses brains anymore. The

hunters just don't bring back the brains anymore. There is littte
demand for moose brains. There are many other materials to use

that work just as good and are easier to get"(K. Spence, Pers.

Comm. | 19961. In the past, many tanners preferred to use fish oil
as it was inexpensive to acquire or make, and was readily
available. Today, the entire fishing economy ín the area has been

adversely burdened by hydro floodíng which has significantly
affected Cree access to fish and the accompanying by-products.

"This has caused some skin preparers to abandon fish grease and

switch to commercial grease products or bear grease when

available" (Dumas, Pers. Comm., 1996). However, everyone contacted

felt there was litt1e difference between the guality of fish oil
and other greasing producLs. As A1ice lufoore (Pers. Comm., 1995)

stated, "I prefer fish oí1 because it is cheap, but any oil will
do. Sometimes I use Crisco oil if I run out of fish oil, but I
have to pick that up in Nelson House at t,he store and that costs

too much money." Therefore, decisions involving this step appear

to have more to do r¿ith cost and availability of greasing agents

than any environmental concerns.

The skin is then placed over a rack, single pole or tripod of
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poles with a small fire or stove underneath which gently warms the
skin. "The skin is left over the fire from tÌ,vo to three days"

(Spence, Pers. Comm. I L9961. "This process allows the grease to
soak into the skin sofÈening and lubricatíng the fibers,, (Dumas,

Pers. Comm. June 21-, 1996). The hide is then placed in a tub or
barrel of lukewarm rirater with approximately half a bar of grated

soap (usually Sunlight brand). The hide is left to soak in the

soap mixture for up to two days. The soap takes the grease out and

aids the water in penetrating the hide. Often a log or rock is
placed on the hide while it rest,s in the soap solution so that the

hide is completely immersed. Some tanners replace the \úater many

times to rínse the hide. "The hide ís then wrung one last time,
but, not as much as before because you want, it to remain a littIe
\,vet" (Hunter, Pers, Comn. June 20, L996) (drying techniques are

the same as described ín section 4.5.2 lrlringing, Stretching and

Drying).

4.5.5 Beaming (Final Scraping)

lrÏhen the skin has been sufficíently wrung, the skín ís once

again scraped, this time against a smooth log or while hanging

from suspended horizontal debarked aspen pole with a beaming tool
(K. Spence pers. conm., L996). This stage can be omitted depending

on how thoroughly the original scraping was done. "This scraping

process further sofÈens the skin which begins to turn white" (K.

Spence, Pers. Comm. Ju:-'y 24, 1996).This process loosen any final
pieces of skin fluff that may remain.
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4.6 Smoking Skins

The contemporary smoking of skins in the tradit,ional moose

skin preparation process begins after the hide is inspected, to
determine whether all areas are equally pliabre and soft. rt is
important that the hide is not stiff in any spots as Èhis means

the finished hide "wiIr be stiff and weak in that spot, even after
smoking. The hide will not sew well in that spot when making
moccasins', (Hunter pers. Comm. June 20, 1996).

4.6.1 Historical Smoking

At this stage the skin was white in color and had to be
smoked to prevent hardening when \^ret. such pre-smoked skin was

once used for babiche line for snowshoe filling. Nelson Linklater
(Pers. conn., l-995) mentioned that,,some women used to color their
skins by soaking them in a red wilrovr bark tea." Honigmann (1956)
also mentions that unsmoked skins were dyed by soaking in a

sorution of red willow bark. Nancy swanson (pers. comm., 1995)

mentions similar historical uses for red willow bark as we1l as

the inner bark of river alder. Leighton (1986) also mentions the
historical use of the reddish inner bark of river alder to soften
and color hides. rn fact, Johnson et. ar. (1995) claims that
historically, river alder was boíIed by the cree to make a red-
brown dye which "shortened the smoking time required for tanning
hides and reconditioning the leather of ord moccasins,, (p. Airl. A

black dye used in skin preparation which was extracted by boiling
the berry of an unidentified tree is revealed by rüellington
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Linklater (pers. comm. I Lggs). Honigmann (i.956) also mentions a
black dye extracted from the fruit, of a wilrow-Iike p1ant,
identified only as waatcaslnteetiw.

Mason (L967 ) then states that the:
"softened skin is made into a rough envelope andsuspended-by thongs fron a rack or tripód, the open endhanging above_ a smudge-f ire that is ied'witrr ,þunk , orrotted wood. After two hours, the ski-n is revelsed and
smoked on the other side to a dark brovm color" (p. 37).Rotting Jack pine, aspen wood, crushed cedar barË orprne cones rTere used to obtain a smudge (rndian Affairs
and Northern Development, lg74s 5).

The tanning process Trtras then complete unless it was desired to
make the leather waterproof . This r^ras accomplished, according to
skinner (l-911) by soaking the skin in a sorution of boired and
then cooled wÍrlow bark (34). skinner claimed that skíns were
seldom tanned with the fur left on, but stipulated that the method
was simirar except that the dehairing process was omitted. A few
Nelson House skin preparers, however, disagreed with a portion of
this assessment. IvI. spence (pers. comm. , ]-.996,), for instance, fert
that "a great number of winter skin clothing were once tanned with
the fur left on" though the process was admittedly the same.

4.6.1 Coloring Hide

Today "most preparers dye their skins in a tea of heated and
then cooled water and strained red willow or river arder chíps,,
(K. spence, pers comm. I Lgg6l. This gives the hide the desired
dark reddish color favored by Nelson House skin preparers. It also
"shortens the smoking time needed for the hides. rt r,r¡ould take
aloÈ longer t,o smoke a hide if it r¡rasn not soaked in the alder tea
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(K. Spence, Pers. Comm. I L9961. River alder is preferred by those

who decided to soak their hides before smoking. Liltian Hunter

(Pers. Comm. June 20, 1996) for instance, insisted that. "alder is
better. I prefer coloring my hides with alder because it, iust
works better. It gets the skin just the color I want and makes

smoking go faster."

4.6.2 Smudging Hide

After dryíng the hide it is "trinmed to remove the lacing

holes. This is done with a scissor and cut as close to thê edge of

the hide so you don't cut away too much of the hide (Swanson,

Pers. Co¡nm. I L995). "The hide is folded in half and all the edges

are se!ùn together, except one which is left open at the cenÈer"

(K. Spence, Pers Comm. , L9961. "4 cotton or canvas skírt is
attached around the opening to form a channel for the smoke"

(Hunter, Pers. Comm., 1996). The skirt and hide are then suspended

between tr,{o or three stakes if smoked outside, or by a center beam

if smoked inside a smokehouse.

The weather also plays a major role in the smoking stage of

the skin preparation process. Ne1son House skin preparers usually

decide to begin smoking their hides on days of littIe wind. "If Ít
is too windy outside, I can't smoke my hide...there is too much

chance of the wind catching t,he coals and making a flame which can

make the hide catch on fire" (Hunter, Pers. Comm. , L9961. At one

point in the field seasonr sIê waited for eight days for the wind

conditions to be right before it was decided to smoke the hide.

This delayed the stnoking of some of the hides until the end
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of the fall field season.

A pail containing smoldering diamond willow chips (Fig.23) is

then placed under the skirt opening with the edges of the opening

close to the -top of the pail so that the smoke enters the bag and

envelops the hide (Dumas, Pers. Comm., 1996). According to Elijah

Swanson (Pers. Comm., 1995), "We have to search alot harder and

alot farther for diamond willow because it is hard to find around

here now"

Fig.23 Kevin Brownlee Cuts diamond willow chips for the smudge.

He believes this is due to both the adverse affects of hydro

development on the Reserve lands which has flooded many prime

diamond willow groves, and through general over-use by the
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cornmunity on the few remaining groves cl0se to the community.sometimes, if iÈ is too difficult to obtain diamond wi110w, skinpreparers will decide to substitute red willolrr or rotting poplarwood. Alice Moore substantiates this point and adds that,"sometimes r use red wi110w if ï can,t geÈ any diamond wi110w.SomeÈimes iÈ,s not easy getting any dianond wi11ow. Ðiamond willowis the best' ï would rather use it than anything else.,,"A'fter one side is smoked sufficienÈly (usually from t*ro tofour hours), Lhe hide is taken down, turned inside out, and Èhesame thing is repeatêd,, (M. spence, pers. conm. t 1996). rf thehide is thin, the smoke goes right Èhrough so r onry have to doone side,'(Hunter, pers. Comm., 1996). ,,ï figure ï have finishedsmoking my hide when it has the right col0r (dark red) and feels(pliable) ' This usually only takes about an hour or thro,,(M' spence' pers- comm- August 1g, 1gg5). Irlhen smoking isfinished' Èhe skirting is detached and the hide hung out to dry.

4.7 Summary

The entire skin preparation process for a medium-sized hide"takes'.' about a week to Èü70 weeks if everything is right, (M.spence, pers- comm. , rgg'). of course such a statement depends onfactors such as qreather, health of the tanner, and otherenvironmental, geographic, economic and. cultural infruences. rfall goes perfectly, a skin can be finished in about a week.However, many hide tanning sessions that ï participated in tookmany months Èo complete and some are not completed to this day.Therefore it is evident. that Èhe many factors affecting skin
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preparation can and do influence tanning times to a great degree.
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Fiq.24 Flow Chart of Contemporary Rocky Cree Tanning process

Prepare skinlselect rvhere ç when to start tanning)
1. procure Skin

V

2 . soak

V

3. Collect poles for stretcher frame and construct frame

V

Remove FIesh and Hair
4. cut holes around edge

V

S.mount on frame

Y

6. flesh

V

T.remove hair

V

8. Scrape

V

Lubricate aad Soften

9.resoak hide

V

10. u-ring, stretch and dry

V
lL. Lubricate (grease)

Y

12. Beam (final scrap5_ng)

V

Smoking

13. color hide

V
1-.1 . smudge hide
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CHAPTER V. DTSCUSSION

5.1 Factors Affect.ing skin preparation procedures

Geographic, socio-cultural, environmental, and economic
fact'ors affect Rocky cree skin preparation procedures. Although
t'hese factors are interrelated, they are discussed separately.
These factors are all also affiliated with extensive, wide-ranging
issues such as land-use studies, Iand claims, resource management,
curtural evolution, and economic deveropment initiatives.

5. 1. l- Geographic Factors

A great' deal of skin preparation is done ouÈside Nelson House
ín what the Rocky cree call',camps,' (Dumas, pers. comm. I ]1996,)

(see section 5.2.1). These camps, which are often occupied year-
'round, offer the closest approximation to traditional 1ifestyles
and are farther removed from the effects of southern influences
than those who are rocated within Nelson House. people who occupy
these camps partake in traditional pursuits such as hunting,
trapping, fishing, berry picking, medicine gathering, and tanning
and spend less time with southern pursuits such as gamblírg,
drinking or rrage labor. As a result, there is a higher degree of
probability that the order people wilr practice tradit,ional
livelihoods and that the younger people who reside in the camps

will learn the traditional ways. rt is observed that, many of the
younger people who lived in such camps were very knowled.geabre
about skin preparation techniques since they 

'nrere
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expected to help and learn from their elders. There was also less
chance of the children being influenced or occupied with watching
TV or listening to music as none of the camps visited had
electricity, TV,s or stereos.

rn addition, there has been a concerted effort by the Nelson
House school Èo include traditional pursuits within its
curricurum. william Dumas, the Nat,ive studies teacher at the
school, often took his students to visit Alice Moore,s camp to
learn skin preparation first-hand. However, the learning of skin
preparation techniques was tragically írnpeded by the death of Mrs.
Moore in 1996. As of this time, it is unknown if ¡,tr. Dumas,s
program will continue with another skin preparer.

As a resurt, the further one is al^ray from Nerson House, the
more knowledgeable one is about traditional pursuit,s such as skin
preparation. Likewise, the more time spent al¡ray from Nelson House
in one of the outside camps, the more likeIy one is to be skilLed
in traditional pursuits such as skin preparation.

5.L.2 Socio-Cu1tural Factors

The skin preparer's personarity, a9ê, ed.ucation, fatniry, rore
models, exposure to tradítional ways, and exposure to southern
role models influences traditional tanning steps. rn addition,
community involvement, êgê and physical health of the tanner al_so
affect skin preparation.

Skin preparation is usually learned from relatives (generally
from mothers or grandmothers), yet each preparer finishes hides
with a certain distinctiveness and individualized guality.
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Community members could often determine the preparer of a hide by

scrutinizíng the look and feel of the finished product. Each skin
preparer creates a finished skin by blending technigues borrowed

from several other skin preparers and then adding his/her own

personarized procedures t,o produce a unique hide ready to be

assembled into moccasíns or other finished artwork.
Similarly, if a potential skin preparer is influenced heavily

by someone who had their hides commercially tanned then there was

a greater likelihood that that tanner would also send their hides
out to be commercially tanned. Those who learned their tanning
techniques from people who regularly took advantage of commercial

tanning companies r'rere less like1y to attempt tradítional tanning.
Women's rQles, men's rolês and family composition affect the

number of finished hides. Gender roles among Èhe Rocky cree is
well established. A balance of roles was usually achieved which
means the tanning process is an efficíent enterprise.
TradiÈionally, the female role consisted of directing the tanning
process, and doing most of the pri_nary work on the hide.
Tradit.ionally, men gathered and made the tools, gathered the
various materials such as poles used for stretching frames, and

helped with some of the more physically demanding steps such as

stretching the hide, constructing the frame, and scraping the
hide. Conflicts or arguments between men and women lrere kept to a

minimum through this division of labor (Ivloore, pers. comm., 1995).

However' today, male partners of female tanners are far more

involved in skin preparation. Any failure in this balance would

upset both the number of hides produced and the time spent
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to prepare a hide.
Gender also affected general interest in skin preparation. An

increase in interest of traditionar tanning techniques is very
apparent among Cree men. Despite the fact that tradit.ional tanning
is still seen as a !ìroman's pursuit, many men have expressed a

desire to Èan their own hides. This was most. apparent anong those
men who periodically hunt moose. Reasons have been provided by

william Dumas for why this sudden curiosity to try traditional
tanning techniques has become widespread among maIes. This
interest in traditional tanning techniques is most apparent anong

males who are wage earners, v/ho regularly take part in oÈher

tradiÈionar pursuit.s (such as fishing, trapping or gaÈhering

medicines) and who have the money to start such an enterprise.
This interest seemed to be moÈivated most by both the attraction
of extra income and a desire to learn another aspect of
traditional Cree knowledge. Others vrere interested in traditional
tanning purely on a recreationar basis (Dumas, pers. comm. 1996).

Traditional skills such as skin preparation have been greatly
af fected by changing role models. hlomen and men who grew up ,,on

Èhe land often patterned themselves after their erders,' (Dumas,

Pers. Comm., L9961 . Those who grew up in the community often
tended to be removed from traditional pursuits and were exposed to
southern role models such as teachers, nurses, TV heroes, sports
stars, and music personalities who were unfamiliar wit,h
tradit.ional Rocky Cree lifestyles. young people do not, see

tradit,ional tanning as a part of their role models, Iives.
Therefore there is little encouragement to deverop the skirls
needed to prepare skins. This has deterred many young people from
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becoming potential young skin preparers because of their attempts
to model the southern lifestyles of their role models.

New educat.ion values have affected traditional skin
preparatíon and the value placed on the process. people who were

educated in off reserve communities such as Thompson or l,finnipeg,
found that they did not always learn traditional pursuits such as

how to prepare hides until they returned to Nelson House and

became re-established in the community. Urban off-reserve
environments do not provide the teachers or materials needed for a

Nelson House member to learn traditional tanning techniques. It. is
often difficurt to locate anyone with the necessary skirls who

could teach them skin preparation procedures nor ís there enough

time to learn the skills.
In Nelson House there is greater chance to locate a tanner

who can Èeach the youths skin preparat,ion techniques than in the
southern urban centers. The Ne1son House school has also attempted

to include skin preparation techniques in their curriculum. Though

this progran was well received by the children and provided a

useful preamble to traditional skin preparation techniques, this
program $tas considered only an introductory exercise and in no way

assured that a participant would be able to tan hides on their
ovün. In addition, (as explained in section 4.1.1), the future of
this progra¡n is presently in doubt. As a result, the teaching of
traditíonaI skín preparat,íon techniques to the young in Nelson

Ilouse is tenuous at best. However, its effectiveness in providing
youths with an understanding and an interest in traditional
tanning techniques has never been measured. The school hopes that
perhaps, at a later date, some of t,he students may begin to either
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practice tanning hides on their olrrn or become interested enough to
apprentice with an established Èanner. In t'he summer, many

students return to Nelson House. However, skín preparation is not.

always completed in the summer so students rarely get an

opportunity to learn the techniques.

Another plan to teach traditional lifestyles has been

designed by two community members. This project consists of
creating a camp close to the community that would be open year-

'round to both tourists and residents of Nelson House. The idea
behind this camp is to offer hands-on experience with a variety of
traditional skilrs which incrudes moose skin preparation. This
would provide cree students with yet another chance to learn
tanning procedures based on traditional teaching methods using
experiential techniques. Experiential techniques are considered by

many tanners to be the best way to learn traditional skin
preparation. At the moment of Èhis study, the camp is not
operating, but cost estimates and property has been considered for
the venture. The hope is to ,,have the camp open within a few

years" (Dumas, Pers. Comm. | 19961.

The method of teaching tanning technigues has also changed.

Tradit.ionally, girls were taught to prepare skins by their
mothers, grandmothers or an experienced relative. Elders waited
until the girl was interested in rearning the techniques. Girls
would then be expected to watch the tanning of a number of skins.
Once it was felt that a student had observed and learned the basic
Èechniques the erders would have the girl try a moose skin of her
own to tan. If a student ran into problems or obstacles, the
teacher would then work on the difficult area and then expect the
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girl to continue. As a result, the first tanned hide was often
good enough to be used in the assenbly of moccasíns.

Today, most students are taught skin preparation techniques

in their Native Studies courses. Students are brought to the canp

of an experienced person who demonstrates each step. The students
then get a chance to r¡rork on each step. !Íilliam Dumas (pers.
Comm. I L996) admitts that "it would be better if we had enough

hides... and time to allow each student to work on their own

hides." It is felt that this technigue better teaches skin
preparation procedures and enables each student, to feel a sense of
pride and ownership

Social events, such as Nelson House Otowhowin Summer

FesÈivals and the Cross Lake and No:r¡tray House Indian Days, have

made traditional skin preparation competitive. These festivals
often include moccasin competit.ions. !{omen from Ne1son House often
enter their finest articles into these competitions. Moccasins

enÈered into t,hese competitions are prepared using traditional
tanning techniques. This has created a big incentive for
traditional tanning among many Nelson House skin preparers. In
addition, craft shows are a part of these festivals and many

Nelson House tanners set up booths to selI their traditional
moccasins. The festivals often represent one of the biggest
outlets for the sale of traditíonally prepared moccasins.

A tanner's age also appears to contribute to whether or not
he or she preparers hides. People between their 30,s up Èo age 60

are active tanners today. Very few young people prepare hides.
Generally, people born before the 1970's \^rere old enough to learn
skin preparation from family members. those born during the 1970's
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or later rarely satrr skin preparation performed. fn addition, some

women contacted expressed concern about the smell and dirt
associated with skin preparation. of course, many may pick up the
skiIls when they get older whether or not they participated as a

child. It may be that skills such as tanning are just not of
interest to the young - just as family trees and history are

rarely of interest to children or young adults. often, not unt,íl
people with the skiIls pass away do people desire to learn the
information. This is evident \^rith many adults, particularly menl

who have expressed an interest in tanning long after relatíves who

participated in tanning had passed aT/rray.

Strong arms, agile hands, and energy are needed to prepare

moose skins. Tanners with low physical strength, low energy,

failing eyesight, and general poor health often find it difficult
to traditionally t.an skins. Those suffering from ill-health tend

to have their hides sent to Winnipeg to be commercially tanned.

Even though this method is sometimes more expensive, it saves them

the arduous task of tanning the hides themselves.

5. 1.3 Environmental Factors

Rocky Cree skin preparation is direcLly affected by weather,

terrain, availabilíty of moose skins, availability of work area,

and the availability of reguired forest materials, temperature,

precipitation, sunlight, wind, humidity, and time of year. The

interrelationships of these factors affect many of the skin
preparation processes. These factors determine soaking durations,
dryíng times and skin conditions. In addition, these agent,s
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influence decisions on when to begin or complete certain steps as

well as tool choices.

The age, availability, and condition of moose skins are
factors considered along with the size and intended use of each

hide. For example, tanners who intend to tan skin for moccasins

prefer young moose skins. Older skins r¡rere considered to be harder
to scrape. fn addition, smaller skins \^rere often preferred
over large ones because they r¡rere perceived to be easier to work

on. They required smarler frames and were noÈ so heavy to lift
when stretching and drying.

skin preparation depends on the tanner's ability to procure
or make tooJs, gather materials such as poles for the stretching
frame, deflesh, dehair, scrape the skins evenly, stretch and dry
the skins carefully, and smoke the skins without scorching the
hide. Physical space and strength are needed in order to
accomplish these tasks

A suitable flat working area, adequate storage facilit,ies and

the availability of water are environmental factors which

influence the feasibility of skín preparaÈion. rn addition, thê
availability of materials such as, previousry burned forests, old
toboggans, o1d chaín sar¡ùs and other scrap metals, and moose bones

infruence the tools used in skin preparation. Many difficurt to
make and use stone and bone Èoo1s are substituted by steel tools
which makes tanning easier.

The availabiliÈy of procuring moose skins is an environmental
factor which influences the feasibility of skin preparation. Not

all tanners have relatives who are hunters. fn addition, those who

hunt, even on a regular basis do not always get moose every year.
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Some hunters are more proficient than others. rn addition, moose

populations fluctuate from year to year. As a result, skin
preparers are at the mercy of the relative skills of hunters, as

well as the yearly rise and faIl of moose populations in procuring
skins for the tanning process. some skin preparers have steady
access to moose hides while others have only occasional access or
are very dependent on the distribution of hides by hunters.
consequently, tanners are never reaIly sure how many hides they
wirr be able to work on in a year. As a result, long-term pranning
is almosÈ an impossibility due to the uncertainty of how many

moose hides will be available any given year.

5.1.4 Economic Factors

Tüage jobs, changing prices for traditionally tanned items,
cost of tanning tools and materials, competition presented by

commercial tanning companies, conflicts rrùith resource-extraction
companies, changing prices and variable demand for traditionally
tanned items, and friction with foreign industry have influenced
traditional Rocky Cree skin preparation.

trrlage jobs have influenced the time available to devote to
tanning. I"lany potentíal tanners are now invol-ved in wage-related
work. This affects both the inÈerest level and time available to
dedicate to tanning activities. rn addition, there ís often more

money to be made from wage-related work which often affects the
monetary motivat,ion of doing skin preparation. comments like ,,r

make more money doing my secretarial duties at the Band office
than I would tanningr so why would I tan hides,, (Vr7ood, pers.
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Comm. I L9961 ¡ are common reasons given why those in $rage related
work do not tan hides.

However Èhe inverse of this scenarío is also true. Many women

suppliers of tanned materials have few opportunities to earn money

at r¡rage related endeavors (due to a lack of wage-related work on

the Reserve) and therefore prepare skins to obÈain even a litt,Ie
economic advantage for themselves. As a result, those people who

have few marketaþle skills in wage-reIatêd work as well as those
who are unable to find work in wage-related activities do find
some economic advantage to learníng and acquíring the tanning
skil1s.

Because skin preparation is a dífficu1t, time consuming, and

labor intensive process, it has been suggested that if one were to
break dorun Èhe process into an hourry hrage scenario, "iL would

only be a few cents an hour,' (Moore, Pers. Comm., i_995). As a
result,, tanning is not always looked upon as being a very
lucrative economic endeavor. Despite Èhe fact that a non-smoked

scraped hide can get up to $1000 with dealers in the states
(Ðumas, Pers. Comm., Lgg6), many people do not look at skin
preparation as worth the effort. As a resurt, the incentive does

not seem to be enough to attract many new tanners.
The cost of tools and materials for skin preparation is also

a factor. Some tools such as the flesher are cheap and easy to
manufacture. Others such as knives and sideline are very expensive

and not always easy to procure. This affects the efficiency and

economic possíbility of compreting t'he work, especialry for those

wishing to become first time tanners.
Another factor is the changing prices and variabre demand for
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traditionally tanned items. rn short, Dumas (pers. comm. I L9g6l

has stated that "traditionally tanned articles (of the Rocky Cree)

are priced, in a manner typical of homemade piecework throughout
the worId, at a point on the demand curve expressed by a very
inelastic supply and a very elastic demand." This is substantiated
by King (199L) who maintaíns that this is true for many Aborj-ginal
clothing producers in the subarctic regions of canada. Moose

harvesting by the hunters ís variable throughout the year which

means that a tanner cannot count on a steady supply of skins. rn
fact, the suppry of moose to a tanner can vary greatry throughout
a year. This affects planning and pricing. However, the demand for
traditionally tanned hides ís fairly constant throughout the year.
As a result' a tanner cannot make any long term plans in relation
to skin preparation. This fact also affects the cost of any

finished product such as moccasins.

Finished hides which are later sernTn into moccasins must

compete in the market with moccasins produced from southern

manufacturers and foreign moccasin producers. often, because of
cheaper labor and the fact that most industrial produced moccasins

utilize cheaper commercial tanning techniques, moccasins produced

by southern manufacturers or foreign companies tend to be cheaper

and, as a result' more widely available. rn addition, most Ne1son

House moccasin assemblers who use traditionally prepared hides do

not sell their finished products to stores. Most are so1d,

bartered or traded with oÈher Aboriginal people from surrounding
communities or to non-Aboriginal people visiting Ne1son House

Resource-extraction companies have affected the environment

that many tanners depend on to get materiars and toors. proposed
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forest extraction by Repap threatens to disrupt moose populations
and forest fire management also Èhreatens to interrupt the vital
2o year fire cycre necessary to create the idear poles used in
frame construction. Hydro development has also destroyed a number

of diamond willow groves which has made it more difficult for a

Èanner to procure an easy, steady supply of wood used in the
smoking process.

Probably the greatest economic effect on tradit,ional Rocky

cree skin preparation techniques comes frorn commercial tanning
companies based in Winnipeg. Though these companies are unable to
produce hides which compare in guality or durability with
tradit,ionally tanned hides, these companies can nevertheless,
create a finished product which is cheaper and adequate enough for
sewing into garments such as moccasins. Though most seamstresses

prefer tradÍÈíonaIly prepared skins, t,he attraction of procuring a

hide which is cheaper and does not need to go through the time
consuming, arduous traditional process is attractive to many

potential tanners and established seamstresses. This affects a

tanner's mot,ivation to produce traditional tanned hides. It also
affects the pricing sÈructure as moccasins made from commercial

hides are cheaper to make and, therefore, can be priced at a lower

cost. Many seamstresses who make hides exclusively out of
traditionally prepared hides often attempt to compete rÀrith those

made from commercial skins by lowering their cost. Seamstresses

who prepare with traditional skins often lose money in the process

and this also has set an artificially low price for traditionally
prepared moccasins which many seamstresses find difficult to
justify and meet. Cree materials such as moccasins are acquired
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from retail outlets at a number of levels of specialization. As

outrined by King (1991), the greatest lever of vorume but 1east
level of speciarization are shops found in urban metroporitan
centers. These shops se1l large quantities of moccasins (often
made by unidentified individuals from unidentified communities.)

Examples of these type of shops would be the Arctic Trading post

in the Hudson's Bay Co.(Vüinnipeg), the lrlinnipeg Fur Exchange, St
Regis Hotel craft shop (lrlinnipeg), shagnapi (vfinnipeg), and those
identified by King (1991), mainty Snow Goose on Spark street
(ottawa), and a number of shops on Fort street (victoria), and in
Gas Town (vancouver). Many of these shops do not specialize in
moccasins made from traditionally prepared hides. rn addítion, it
is extremely rare to find Nelson House moccasins made from

t,raditionally prepared hides for sale at these outlets as there is
no organLzed marketing carried out. between t,hese shops and the
community. Nelson House has no coop for tradítional craft items or
marketing center for traditional Rocky Cree moccasins. There is
also no program to aid tanners and seamstresses through t,he Ne1son

House Economic Development Corporation as there is with fishermen

and trappers. rn fact, the only external market,s typically opên to
goods made from traditionally prepared hides from Nelson House are
the Northern store Trading Post and the Arctic Trading post in
Thompson (whích supply traditional craft materials to both local
people and tourists), and the local Northern Store in Nelson

House. The only other outlets are through craft shows at the local
festivars (see section 6.1.2\ | family or community individuals or
through word of mouth to ÈourisÈs, researchers, workers from Èhe

south, and other outsiders. As a result, there are few commercial
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netr,'rorks open to traditional skin prepared objects. often, Nelson
House tanners and seamstresses find that only local markets are
open to goods made from traditionally prepared hides. This limits
the demand for materials made from traditionally prepared moose

skins and affects the production of traditionally produced moose

skins.

5.2 rmprications of Findings on perceived chalrenges to skin
Preparation Procedures

Rocky Cree skin preparation is a labor intensive, time
consuming, and sometimes costly endeavor that is great,ly impacted

by a variety of geographic, socio-cultural, environmental, and

economic factors. These facÈors have important implications for
Rocky cree curturar evolution, economic deveropment, resource
management, and land-use studies.

5.2.L Implications for Cultural Evolution

Traditional knowredge (TK) has been a part of Aboriginar
curture for as long as these groups have existed. Traditional
knowledge helped maintain Aboriginal people,s survival and

subsisÈence. Traditional knowledge is often transmitted oralIy
from one generation to the next. However, with the influx of
western knowledge upon Aboriginal youth, a great deal of
traditionar knowledge is in danger of being lost. The erders, who

are the possessors of traditional knowledge, have a wealth of
ínformation to share. NonetheLess, many aboriginal youth have

rejected traditional knowledge or are unable to learn from their
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elders due Èo schooling or other simirar considerations. As a
result, much traditional knowledge is in danger of being lost.

Despite the rejection of traditional knowledge by some

Aboriginals, there has been a recent resurgence by many

Aboriginal people to secure and publicize many aspects of
tradítional knowledge due to land claim issues and the need for
traditional cultural survival. The importance of TK is gradually
being understood by Aboriginal people and academics alike.
crarkson et. ar. (1992) recognize TK as a precious resource for
knowledge about how to Iíve on the land in an ecologically and

socialry sustainable way. TK is arso being acknowledged and

stimulated by Aboriginal leaders as a means of returning to
traditional values and culture. Payne and Nepinak (1-996) describe
that when tradítionar knowledge began to disappêar, curtural
extincÈion began to take hold, only to be replaced by a new

culture - one characterized by poverty and dependence. Everlnuhere,

Aboriginal people are holding on to TK to provide insight and

direction ínto environmental, economic and cultural issues. The

quantity and quality of TK, however, varies among community

members depending on gender, ê9e, social status, intellectual
capabiliÈy, and profession (hunter/trapperrspiritual leader,
healer etc. ).

Given these considerations, it is imperative that the
traditional knowledge of skin preparation be understood and

expanded so that this important aspect of indigenous knowledge is
not lost. Traditional skin preparation is Èhe basis for the
production of a sustainable craft and clothing economy. V{ithout

traditional Rocky Cree skin preparat,ion, there can be no
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traditional Rocky Cree clothing items which can culturally denote

a Rocky Cree "way of doing things" (Dumas, pers. Comm. I L9g6l.
Therefore, the traditional knowledge inherent in Rocky

Cree skín preparätion is equally important to the continuation of
indigenous methods of learning, This aspect can herp the young to
find their place within the world. Vtithout, this connect,ion to
tradit.ionar ways, many of Èhe youth in Nelson House will be in
danger of falling into the cultural morass that many Aboriginal
people find themselves.

Presently there is great desire among some peopre in Nerson

House to learn traditional ways ín order to fully understand their
cultural identity, history, and ,way of doing things., perhaps

these same people will discover that skin preparation is one way

to accomplish this task.

5.2.2 Implicatíons for Economic Ðevelopment,

Traditional lcnowledge has also benefited economic development

agencies in providing more realistic evaluations of product,ion

systems, natural resources, and the environment (Rogers, 1995).

Traditional belief systems and practices of many Indigenous
peoples contain ideals, values and technologies which are

increasingly relevant to modern concepts of sustainable
development and the maintenance of subsistence economies (Jackson,

1987). Processes such as skin preparation can be important for the
maintenance of a subsistence economy. Skin preparation and other
similar pursuits can also be significant to some economic

endeavors whích depend on rene!ìrab1e resources. As a result, Rocky
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Cree skin preparation techniçres have important implications for
economic development wíthin Nelson House. The potential economic

rewards of skin preparation are admittedry small, however the
economic impact of skin preparation for many individuals is great.
lfithout the benefits and economic rewards of skin preparation,
many individuals within the community would be economically
destitute. In addition, there could be many members of the
community who could benefit financially from the economic support
skin preparation offers.

5.2.3 Implicat.ions for Land-Use Studies & resource management

The importance of preserving Aboríginal traditional knowledge

lies in the need for cultural identity, economic development and

bíoIogica1 and ecological insight. Comprehension about different
aspects of Èhe environment can be derived from perceptive
investigations of tradit,ional knowledge systems such as skin
preparation. Nelson House tanners have a practical knowledge of
many aspects and areas of their environmenÈ which have yet to be

fully documented in resource management schemes or in land use

studies. Many items used in the skin preparation process are
derived from the forests and takes of the area. This gives tanners
a unique insight into the environments they inhabit and use. The

knowledge they possess of these environments is often ignored or
grossly underutilized by resource managers or land use

specialists. This can have important implications for land. claims,
parÈicuIarly with respect to the input of women on issues they are

normally not consulted about. Usually, Iand that is claimed by a
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band encompasses good hunting or trapping territories which are
t,raditional male pursuits (Moore, Pers. Comm., 1995). Rarely are
areas of land utilized by typícal women's pursuit,s such as good

berry-picking spots, rabbit snaring areas or lands used in the
skin preparation process considered in the rand claims process.

"The men just don't consider the lands thaÈ r¡re tanners need to do

our work as very important"(Moore, Pers. Comm., 1995). Skín
preparat.ion allows $romen to have an understanding about the
environment that can have important impacts on their livelihood if
resource schemes or land claims do not consult or include them.

This concept may be promoted to allow tanners to contínue their
Èraditional harvesting actívities wj-th the benefits of
conservation or resource management accruing to them.
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSTON

6. 1- Summary

Traditional knov¡ledge of skin preparation techniques has been

a part of Rocky Cree life since they first inhabited the Nelson

House region of northern Manitoba. Traditional knowledge of skin
preparation is one of many components that has contributed to
Rocky Cree survival and subsistence. There has been some renewed

interest ín recent. years of traditionar knowledge components by

both researchers and the indigenous population due to the need for
cultural survival, and the need to symbolically re-identify with
Mother Earth. rnterest in skin preparation has not necessarily
been given the same interest and emphasis that other traditional
knowredge component have, such as traditional plant use, music or
traditional dancing. However, there is a need to recognize and

secure many components of traditional knowledge, including skin
preparation Èechniques, to ensure that they are available for
future generations. This study has shown that Rocky Cree

traditionar skin preparation techniques are always in danger of
being lost or marginalized in the future if interest is not
generated among its population. There is a desperate need to
protect and stimulate these processes as they offer a number of
economic, cuItural, and environmental benefits for the entire
community of Nelson House.

6.2 Conclusions

The Native people of the subarctic regions discovered within
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their environment raw materials well suited for the manufacture of
adequate cord and insect resistant clothing (conn, 1991) through
traditional skin preparation techniques which provided the basis
for such clothing. However, since first contact with Europeans,

many aspects of Rocky Cree material culture have disappeared or
been heavily impacted by non-Native influences. These expressions
of material culture have faded due to a variety of geographic,
economic, environmental and sociocultural reasons.

For instance, over the rast one hundred and fifty years, the
migrat,ory lifestyles have þecome obsolete. Today, most Nelson

House residents now live sedentary lifestyles with easy access to
commercial goods via catalogs and the reserve Northern store. As a
result, many traditionally prepared skin clothes have been

replaced by clothing cotnmercially manufactured off-reserve. The

shift to sedentarism and wage-related vrork has also reduced the
number of people spending extended periods outside in the winter
hunting and trapping which has further reduced the need for
tradiÈionaIly prepared skin clothing. This means there is ress
demand for Èraditional clothing to keep people protected from the
harsh elements encountered when taking part in outdoor activities
over extended periods of time. comnerciar jackets made from

synthetic materials such as Gore Tex treated nylon are available
to Nelson House residents at the local Northern store and are
considered very practical alternatives to traditional tanned

skins. However, the high cost of such commercial items often make

traditional tanned clothing very attractive to Nelson House

resident,s on a fixed budget.

As a result, skin clothing, such as gloves, gauntlets, and
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beaded jackets, and particularry moccasins are still in d.emand,

often by visiting tourists or researchers, and community members,

particurarly those who still partake in hunting and trapping or
dog mushíng activities. This enables a handful of preparers to
make, at least, a partial living tanning hides. However, what is
most striking about Nelson House skin preparation is that, for the
mosÈ part' traditional methods of skin preparation have persisted
over time. Despite the onslaught of new technology, lifestyle
changes, and environment,al degradation, traditional techniques of
skin production have continued with little change. ExcepÈ for Èhe

substitution of some metal tools for bone or stone, commercial

greases for animal or fish oils, conmercial soaps for brain
mixtures, and the inclusion of nails and commercial ropes, the
processes are remarkably similar to those described by the elders
in the community. Rocky Cree tanners have no problem including new

meÈhods or materials in their Èanning procedures, but only if it
makes the tanning process less strenuous, cheaper or of better
gualíty.

Hourever, future negative influences on the viability of these
traditional skin techniques are more than evident.. For instance,
skin preparation is practiced by older people within the
community. Despit.e the community's efforts, parÈicu1ar1y in school
classes, the tradition has not been adopted by the young mostly
because many of Èhe young do not see tanning as a lucrative
endeavorr or find tanning less than desirable. This may not bode

well for the continuing tradition of skin preparation in Nelson

House. of course this could also indicate that tanning is more

likely a skiIl that, fits into Èhe lifesÈyIe of an older person who
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is less interested in the "action,, in urban areas or in the
pursuit of southern lifestyles (Dumas Pers. comm., 1996). rf this
is so, then there may be a glimmer of hope for the continued
tradition of tanning as the next generation approaches their adult
years.

Furthermore, the destruction by outside hunters, hydro
development, and pollution of both the flora and fauna required
for skín production is a very real threat. To prevent this
destruction and to enable the Cree to continue using the needed

resources for skin production will reguire future strategies for
harwesting management.

Economic considerat,ions are also important to the
continuation of a vlable traditional tanning process. For

instance, inexpensive price structures make it attractive to have

skins commercía11y tanned ín Ïfinnipeg. In addition, prices and

markets are not, well defined and competition from commercial

leather clothing manufacturers ís also a threat as they move into
specialty areas such as beaded jackeÈs, moccasins and gauntlets -
once the exclusive domain of Native preparers.

Finally, the sheer exhaustive work involved in preparing a

hide is sometimes felt by certain mernbers of the conmunity,
particularly the young, to be "frusÈrating and not worth the time
and money" (Ivloore Per. Comm., 1995).

In the last two decades, one has seen many changes in
physical, social and economic environments in the Nelson House

region, Skin preparation methods have adapted alongside these

environmental, cultural, and economic changes.

There are a number of environmental, geographíc, cultural and
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economic factors influencinE traditional moose skin preparation
procedures used in traditional moccasin production by the Rocky

Cree of Nelson House. These, influences hinder the sustainability
of a traditionar moose skin preparation process within the
moccasin production in Nelson House which, if alleviated, could
provide the basis for a small economy based on moccasin
production.

6.3 Suggestions for FuÈure Research

Additional research on traditional skin preparation methods

should be expanded to other Rocky cree communities in order to
obtain a more detailed picture of the geographic, economic,

environmental and sociocultural factors influencing traditional
skin preparation in the Rocky Cree region of Manitoba. Comparisons

of skin preparation methods could also be made with Rocky cree
neighbors such as the Sayisi Dene or the Swampy Cree. This
research needs to be conducted ín other communities in Èhe near
future, whire the elders wiÈh the knowredge are sti11 arive.

Rocky Cree skin preparation methods for other animals such as

beaver, hare, woodland caribou, fox, wolf, and other wildlife
indigenous to norÈhern Ì4anitoba could also be documented in a

similar manner to this study. Other areas of future study include
the documentation of traditionar cree clothing construction
techniques and the factors affecting the viability of a

traditional clothing market., particularly the social-psychological
and economic determinants effecting contemporary and traditional
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clothing choices. For insÈance, t'he documentation of the entire
cree traditíonal skin clothing economy, from skin procurement

methods (hunting and skinning), skin preparation (tanning),
assembly (sewing and construction), and marketing technigues
(bartering, trading and selling) for a particular commodity (i.e.
moccasins), could be done similar to the study undertaken by Oakes

(1988) for the rnuit. Documenting the entire product.ion of
moccasins, for example, wourd preserve technical and behavioral
detaíIs of this endangered craft and artfolÍn, enabling further
analysis by future generations if traditional Rocky Cree clothing
production $tere to die out. Such documentation would preserve a
component of tradítional Rocky cree life and would protect an

aspect of indigenous knowledge embedded in the remaining clothing
producers in Nelson House society. rn addition, such a study could
verify the perceived challenges to tradítional Rocky Cree clothing
production methods and could point out the various impediments

affectíng the sustainabitity of the traditional Rocky cree
clothing production economy. As a result, it might be possible to
strengthen the Rocky Cree tradit.ional clothing production economy

by illuminating Lhe varíous difficulties faced by skin clothing
producers.

Fina1ly, a study assessing the development of markets for
traditionally tanned moose and deer hides with the many black
powder groups and reenactment, groups in Canada, the U.S., and

Europe as suggested by Riewe (Pers. Comm. I l-9g7). The

possibilities of developing lucrative markets for tanned hides

hTarrants future research.
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ENDNOTES

1. There are many arguments as Èo the usage of the word ,,Native,,

used to describe individuals (or mixed groups) of Indian, tletis or
Inuit people. Other Èerms, such as "Aboriginal,', ,,Indigenous,,, or
"First Nations", are also used witn equal controversy. For
instancerBrian Maracle, journalist, former radío host and member
of the Mohawk Nation, feels that t,he terms ',Native" and
"Aboriginal" have been wrongly used by the media as nouns (as
in:"John Smith, a native, said. .." or."the Aboriginals are... ).
Tnstead, Maracle feels that the terms should only be used as
adjecÈives (as in John Smith, a native man, said...,, or:,,the
aborigínaI people are...'). (Reference: Brian Maracle, Crazv
!{ater: Native voices on Addiction and Recovery (Toronto: penguin
Books I L9941.

Others, such as Stan McKay, author and member of Manitoba,s
Fisher Reserve, and George Erasmus, former National Chief of the
Assembly of First Nations, have used Èhe terms freely and
ÍnÈerchangeably. (Reference: Diane Engelstad and John Bird Ed.,
Nation to Nation: Aboriginal Sovereiqnty and the Future of Canada
(Concord, Ontario: House of Anansi Press, 1992).

This reviewer has adopted the latter opinion, and has chosen
to utilize the word "Native', (with a capital ,N, ), and
"Aboriginal" (with a capitat 'A') throughout the report. This
reviewer has also chosen to use "Native', and "Aboriginal" as bot,h
a noun and adjective. The term is used in a þroad sense to
describe the descendants of the original inhabitants of this land
as opposed to the term "First Nations", which is felt to be more
of a narrohr 1ega1 term used to describe people with goverrìment-
recognised Indian status under the Indian Act and Bill C-31. The
word "Indian" has not been used due to its unpopular colonist
origins and overtones. The reviewer wishes to apologLze for any
confusion or inevitable inconsistencies that may seem offensive to
some.

2. Some skin preparers flesh their hides on a log or pote or even
against the ground. This technique is only used for small moose
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hides. The hide is draped over the log which allows the skínworker
to kneel while moving the hide around the pole. Large hides
require a frame. They are mounted on the frame in order to remove
the flesh and hair and also to keep the hide stretched while it
dries.(For further infor:nation see section 5.4.1 or refer to young
et. a1., 1991).
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Common and Scientific Names

PLANES

^A,NrUAtS

-

Common Name

AIder

Aspen

Balsam fir
Balsam poplar

Birch

Cedar

Dia:oond willow
Dognvood

Fireweed

Jack pine

Spruce

Tamarack

fühite Birch

Common Name

Barren Ground Caribou

Beaver

EIk (vüaplti )

Moose

MuIe Deer

muskrat

White-Tailed Deer

Vtolf

frloodland Caribou

Scient,ific Name

(,{Jnus rugosal

(Populus trernuloides )

(Abies balsarneal

( Populus balsarnifera)

(.BetuJa papyrífera'¡

(Thuja oeeidentalis)
(Salíx bebbíana)

(Cornus stoTonÍferal
( Ep i I obium angu s t i f oJ íun )

(Pinus banksianal

(Pícea mariana - Picea glaucal

(Larix Tarieínal
(BetuTa papyrífera)

Scj-entific Nane

(Rangífer arcticusl
(Castor canadenis)

(Cenrus canadensis)

(.4lces aJces)

(Odoeoileus hemionus)

(Ondatra zíbethicusl
( Odocoi Teus virginÍanus )

(Canis lupus)

(Rangifer tarandus earíboul
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lioclal Scrences ano Humantues
Flesearch Coundl of Canada

uonseÍ oe fecnefcnes en
sciences humaines du Canada

Research Ethics
Name of principal investigator
Bret Nickels

This section is to be c.ompleted by the institution's c-ommittee for the surveitlance and monitoring of standards of ethics for
research in which human subiects are involved. The term "subiect", for purposes of this review, refers to any person who

is used as a source of raw or unformulated data in the conduct of research and who is not act¡ng in the capacity of
principal investigator or assisting such an individual.

The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada supports the principle that, in any research undertaking, the rights

and integrity of human subjects take precedence over the need to conduct research. The Council recognizes that it is not itself

vested with any authority to decide, on behalf of the public, when an individual's right may be superseded by the need for research.

However, as a trustee of public funds, the Council has a responsibility to ensure that the activities it supports respect the rights of the

public it serves.

Accordingly, the Council requires that all research involvíng human subjects be approved by the ethics review committee of the

institution by which the principal is employed.

The committee will be expected to monitor the research program in order to ensure that, over its duration, it continues to meet

appropriate standards of ethics. Membership of the ethics review committee is expected to be broadly based and should include

individuals from both within and without the applicant's ciepartment and disciplíne who have no association with the research.

ln the space below, the composition of the committee should be indicated (though not necessarily the names of the members). This

section should be dated and signed by 1)the committee chairperson, and 2) the applicant's department head or a representative of

the institution.

The Council provides a set of guidelines on ethics for research with human subjects which should form the basis of the ethics review.

(See Guide for applicants, articles 35-37 and Annex B.)

i This form must be submitted to the Council no later than February 1. Receipt ol

confirmation that the proposed research meets the necessary standards of ethics.
judgment where circumstances warrant.

this completed form will be inteçreted as
However, the Council reserves the right of final

Certification of lnstitutional Ethics Review Committee SSHRC File No. (if known)

This is to certify that the lnstitutional Ethics Review Committee of

name of institution)

has examined the research proposal by Bret Nickels, graduate student. DeÞartment of Native Studies (name of applicant)

entitled perceived Challenqes to the Sustainabilitv of Traditional Moccasin Production of the Rockv Cree in Nelson House.

Manitoba (title of research)

and concludes that, in all respects, the proposed research meets appropriate standards of ethics as outlinèd by the Social Sciences

and Humanities Research Council of Canada.

Composition of the c¡mmittee

Name (Optional)

Grant, Karen R.
Heller, H.
Johnson, M.
McCance, D.

Oakes, J.
Reinholtz, C.
Schafer, A.
Smith, G.

Mav 16. 1996

Position held

Chair

Department or disciPline

Associate Dean, FacultY of Arts
History
Psychology
Religion
Native Studies
Linguistics
Philosophy
Geography

Department head or institutionalDate
representative



t@ßon Í{ouse first n{øtøn
NELSON HOUSE, MANITOBA, ROB 1AO

Telephone (2O4) 484-2332 Fax (204) 484-2392

May 16tt¡ 1996.

Bret Nickels
Native Studies Major
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Dear Sir;

RE: Authorization for Nafive Studies Research

As per your request, please accept this letter as an official go-ahead to proceed with the
intended research.

We are pleased to accomodate your request without hesitance, realiÅngthat it will benefit
our children and future generation to come.

If we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate ask. Thank -you.

Yoursjn Cultural Awareness,

Pat Linklater
Deputy Chief
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Letter of Informed Consent

The purpose of t.his project is to collect information on skin
preparation and clothing prociuction proceciures used in Nelson
House today or in the past. You can have your traoitional
knowledge on this topic ciocumenteci by teiiing me or by showing me.
You can spenci as mucir or as iiitie time as you want on this
project. Also, you are free to stop participating in the project
at any time. You wili be abie to review the rough draft to ensure
it is accurate. You wili be reimburseci with a copy of ihe finisheci
video and/or book. Copies will also be given to the Nelson House
school. If you have any problems please contact Dr. Ji11 Oakes,
Department of Native Stuciies, University of l4aniioba, Winnipeg,
MB, R3T 5V5 or phone

Yes, ï want to have my traditional knowledge on skin preparation
and traditional clothing prociuction procedures documented by
video, tape recording or written notes.

Print,ed Name Signature Date

Yes, I want my name and photograph included with the
documentation.

Printed Name Signature Date
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Methods & Methodology
Reflections & Personal Perspectives

Personal knowledge has defined the way in which I comprehend

my surroundings and create concepts. The following perspectives

describe the growth which I experienced (and am still
experiencing) as a non-Aboriginal academic involved in community-

based Native Studi.es research in northern lvlanitoba. This research

acquainted me with the everyday realities of conducting co¡nmunlty-

based research - including its strengths and weaknesses,

particularly in relation to research nethodologies.

Despite the fact that this type of qualitat,ive research

repreaents a method of social investigation which attempts to
act,Ívely and meaningfully involve full participation of the

community resulting in research which bot,h empowers the community

and serves the needs of those who are participating in the

research, it is painfully evident that community-based

partícipatory research is a difficult process in whích the reality
of communÍty participation is not always easily achieved. Though

it has enornous potential, my experiences with communíty-based

participatory research indicates the complexity of such research

efforts and the many unseen consequences that unfold as a result
of its implementation.

As a result, the follon¡ing reflections attempt to describe

some of the solutions to many of the difficulties and problems one

may experience in the application of participatory research

methods and methodology, and makes a number of personal

reconmendations on rêsearch methodologies for doing community-

based participatory research in Nelson lÍouse First Nat,ion and
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other similar First Nat,ion communities. It is hoped that these

recommendations may be useful to those who are conducting

conmunity-based part.icÍpatory research withín First Nation

communitíes (particularly those who are first tj:ne researchers),

as well as to those First Nations who have been approached by

researchers who wish to investigate some aspect of their
communiÈy.

Although there are a number of scholarly papers which discuss

how the methodology of communiÈy-based participatory research can

be particularly effective in empowering First Natíon communities,

I have found, much to my regret, that cornmunity-based

partieipatory research is not simply a matter of going from theory

into practice! I believe that Vüard's (1996) thesis on

collaborative research in Nunavut clearLy states this premise. I
also believe that V{ard's thesis is a good place to start any

inquiry inùo this methodology including its problems and

advant,ages. Ho\,vever, I will extract my recommendations based upon

my own experiences aE a person doing participatory research with a

First Nations community rather than on an evaluation of the

concepts and Èheorems found in reviews of the líterature.
It should be noted that Èhese reflections are a result of my

int,erpretations of experíences in Ne1son House and Cross Lake

First Nations. It should be noted that my frustrat.ions,
awkwardness, biases and sometimes apprehensive feelings about

being a non-Aboriginal person working in an Aboriginal culture
have fashioned these reflections.



Methodology

This study was founded on community-based partícipatory

research principles. This methodology seeks "to empower and

elevate the 'researched' to part,icipate in and steer the research

process" (Vtard, 1996; also sees Lather' 1986; Maguire, L987; Ryan

and Robinson, 1990).

Making community-based participatory research a reality in
and for the community is the focus of suCh research. Holever, it
is imperative that a great deal of care and attentíon must be

devoted to the often mundane specifics of prötocol in order for
both the researcher and the First Nation community to save

enotrnous amount,s of time' energy and money and to take full
advantage of the research opportunities. Vüith that in mind, I
would like t'o summarize some possible rêcommendations for using

such methodology.

1. Researchers who atre construct,Íng reseatrch proposals and

grant applícations that deal with Flrst' llations
communíties should be prepareð üo speod a great deal of
tíme wíthin the community. This enables the participants of

those communities to thoroughly underst,and every aspect of the

study and to become farniliar and comfortable with the researcher.

It has been my experÍence that corununity-based research does not

foIIow a standard formula and must not be viewed as an efficient
way of conducting research. In fact,, BY research with the Rocky

Cree depended largely on the interpersonal dlmamics of all the

research participants and required that both the
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research associates and f learn new roles as research companions.

This process took a great deal of time, particularly for the

community since they $/ere the least familiar with doing this type

of research.

It also took time to develop trustworthy and dependable

relationships between all members in the study. Community-based

part.icipatory research is a process of human exchange which

involves developing relationships between people. Time must be set
aside for this process of getting t'o know one another. Time is
also needed to aLlow all conflicting opinions to be heard and

considered. Any democratic cornmittee meetings or other tlpe of
consensus driven collaborative process can slow down the research

process as conflicts betrteen research partners arises.
In my case, I was restricted by my obligations as a

university student which put limitations on the time I could spend

in the community. Each delay in the collaborative research process

and the general slow pace of collaborative research affected rny

time commitment and made me wonder whether university-based
research, in which the researcher is only ín the community for a

very short duration, and collaborative research processes are

congruent. T found that spending as much time in the community as

possible was valuable to the project. Most university-based field
work is conducted duríng the short summer seasons which places

time constraints on the research. I discovered that visiting t,he

community simply to spend some quality 'social' time (i.e. meeting

for tea, taking part in social events such as festivals or simply

droppíng by to say "hi") with the inhabitants during a1I parts of
the year (particularly during the long winter months) helped
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later when I began the collaborative research design and

collecting dat,a. At first, I felt guilty that I was spending so

much time in the community wíthout, doing anything constructive
towards the research project. However, f later found that the

social tíme spent in the community $ras actually helping to
formulate the foundation from which a healthy research design

could be built,. As a result of my social visits to the community,

friendships were formed, connections Ìrere made, and trust \"as

reinforced. I was showing the comnunity that I was prepared to
offer a long-term commitment and this helped to develop trust
between the community and myself. I found that personal

interaction with the associates was desired by the community. This

helped in formulating the research design and in collecting the

necessary information in a comfortable, respectful, and

collaboratíve manner. In short, more time spent in the community

(both socially and academically) is always an asset. In addition,
successful participatory research in Ne1son House requires

commitment and obligation on behalf of the outside researcher.

2. Researchers should spend a great deal of time

collecting background informat,íon oû t,he particular First
Nat,ion cornmunít,y to be studied before venturíng into the
field. The researcher should complete a significant amount of
groundwork before the fielù¿ork - the formal research project -
even begins. This includes an extensive literature review on the

research community in order to.understand the geographical,

political, economic, cultural and social dlmamics of the community

as is done in most met.hodologies. However, T found it useful to
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seek out other researchers (even in diverse disciplines) who had

completed or $rere currently doing work in Nelson House. From these

individuals I was able to get the names of contact people within
the community. I discovered that contact people wÍthin the

community $rere often the lifeline to a successful research
project. They can introduce you to other people (particularly
relaùives), acquainÈ you to the surrounding environment -
particularly places you would not have found on your ohrn. Besides

being able to advise, inform and conmunicate your needs to others

within the community, I often found contacts within the community

to be inspirational and energy-giving. I also believe that it is
imperative to get someone from the eommunity to be a "cornmunity

representaÈive" Thís community representative could even be

included in the academic process by being a part of the thesis
committee as is ùhe case for the University of Manitoba

Interdisciplinary Native Studies Masters Degree. This degree

requires a community representative to sit on the thesis
committee. T cannoÈ stress how invaluable my conìmunity

representative was to my research. I firmly believe that the
participatory methodology is enhanced by the inclusion of a

community representative .

3. I believe it, should be stressed i¡ all correspondence

with any First Nation co'nmuníty under study that, the
research must involve a partnership or collaboratíon with
those ín research and t,hose affected by the researcb.
Community-based participaÈory research is based on the ínclusion
of those who are traditionally the researched in the formulation
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of t,he research problems, the procedures for collecting data, the
assessment of the data and the application or use of the fíndings
and it has been my experience that this fact should be repeatedly
stressed to First Nation communities. For the researcher, I
belíeve this even involves the inclusion of such seemingly

simplistic details as giving ne\d na¡nes to t'hose individuals
involved in the study. fnstead of using paternalistic words such

as "research subjectsr" "hired handsr" "aidesr" "assistants,, or

"helpers" when referring to research particÍpants, tvords such as

"collaboratorsr " "associatesr " "mem-bersr " "companionsr',

"colleaguesr" or "partners" should be used. This is a team effort
and I feel this will enhance the success of any participatory
research design.

4. Fírst ltat,ions elected political represeutatíves (i.e.,
Chief and Band Council), ELders, and/or t,radítional
leaders of t,he communíty should review and approve the
research proposal. Often, researchers obtain theír permission to
conduct research from one individual or a group of individuals not

affiliated with the administrative st,ructure of the Fírst Nation

community. During my research in Cross lake and Ne1son House ít
has come to my attention that many researchers conduct their
studies lrithout permission from anyone within the community. This

type of conduct is both unethical and disrespectful, and possesses

many inherent problems. For instance, because traditional and

progressive elements exist in almost every community, some members

may not be knowledgeable about certain traditional/spiritual
customs and may not be able to provide factual information. On the
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other hand, elders or Èraditional leaders may give their blessing
to a project which may not be acceptable to the Chief or Band

Council. Therefore, it is in the researchers best interest to
consult, as best as possible, aII elected political and

traditional leaders on the project, or a variety of situations may

arise to complicate the study.

Of course, even the best prepared researcher can rr.rn into
difficulties, and not alL problems can be anticipated. For

instance, diffículties can arise when there are Chief and Band

elections where new elected officials may halt the research

process - even one that has been previously approved. I have heard

many stories of researchers who, after consulting and

receiving permission from all the perceived political
representatives and councils, $¡ere suddenly told to terminate
thêir research as a result of a new Chief and Band Council.
Therefore, it may be wise to note when Band elections are

scheduled and wait to have a project approved until after an

election (if an election is scheduled during the field season).

A set of research guidelines, licenses and a standardized

formal research consenÈ form (Provided by a number of agencíes,

councils and universities such as the ACUNS Ethical Guidelines,
SSHERC & NSERC, and the Science Institute of the Northwest

Territories) could help to alleviate such problems. Ilorrever, it is
still i:nperative that all political representatives and community

councils be consulted abouÈ the research and that every attempt.

should be made to cooperate with the host society. Other:wise, a

failure to follow such processes could hamper the plans of future
researchers.
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5. Comnunity-based participatory research works best, when

ít, is responsive and sensit,ive to a varíety of voices
wíthLn the comnunÍt,y, íncluding those outside the
immediate research part,ners. IvIy research in Ne1son House

worked best when communicat,ion and understanding !üere fostered
with as many members of the community a6 was feasible in order to
prevent misunderstanding, ambiguity, jealousy t ot conflict which

could harm the research. I discovered that the needs of the
community as an entirety (as opposed to a few individuals within
the community) had to be considered in order to betÈer facilitated
the research project.

6. Regular scheduled researcb meet,iugs are an integral
part of any communit,y-based part,ícípat,ory researsh desf.gn.

In my research, I found that it. was important that all research
partners have an official forum for their complaints, desires, and

ideas. Regular scheduled meetings will allonr research assistants
to know when and how t.hey can express their thoughts during the
entire life of the project. I"leetings can be publicized by radio,
Post Office bulletin, bulletin board notices at restaurants or
Band offices t ot other public channels throughout the communíty

and must be open to everyone, including those not actively
involved in the study. In fact, f often discovered that those who

hrere not actively involved in the study often provided some of ùhe

most useful ideas and information. For instance, if my study had

involved only active t,anners I would have lost some key data and

research design ideas which was often provided by those within the
community who T,ùere perceived to have limited knowledge of hide
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tanning. The study was often enhanced by the input of those Ìlrho

were not actively involved in the framework of the study. As a
result, an open meeting nras beneficial to the design of this
study.

7. Research associat,es should be provided with adequate

and eguLt,able compensaùion for t,heír contributions. This

can be accomplished by providing the associate with an honorarium.

This can consist of a small gift of money. However, some people

will not accept money. In Nelson House, many associates preferred
gifts of thanks such as practical food essentiaLs (coffee, t'êa,

sugar, mi1k, lard, bacon and flour rrtrere the most appreciated),
clothing materials (cIoth, fur hat.s, mitts, socks), or household

items (cupsr pots 6! pans, dish towels, plates). I discovered which

items would be best for each associaÈe by talking with members of
the Band Council and the Nelson House Economic Development

Cor.poration who v/ere always willing to help in such inst.ances. I
also informed thê associates that' I would provide them with a copy

of any and all publications that use information provided from the

associate, and/or an acknowledgrnenÈ (for those who wish to be

acknowledged), depending on the agreement between the researcher

and the associate. The offer to provide the communÍty education
authority, Iibrary or Band Office with copies of any published

materials was also extremely well received in Ne1son House.

L It is best if an índívidual "Participant Consent, Formo

is signed and dated by the research associate before any

recording of data may take place. The participant consent
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letter which I used (see Appendíx B) contained the purpose of t¡¡-e

project, the methods to be used for recording the associates
information (fiIm, video, notes, etc.), a promÍse that the
associate will be able to review a rough draft of any materials
planned for publication, and the method of reimbursement. In
addition, the participant consent form contained a clause allowing
the associate to stop participating in the project at any time and

a name, address, and phone number of the researchers contact
person or superior. ft is also important that all children have

the signature of a parent or legal guardian included and that all
information in the participant consent form be written in a manner

understandable to all, which often can mean writing it in the
language understandable to the research associates. Though I
rearize that most researchers are required to provide consent

forms by their university or research institution, I was surprised
to find a number of researchers who did not follow t,his procedure

in the cornmunities where r was partícipating in research. Though

it is a time consuming and often perplexing procedure for the
research associate, I found that most associates appreciated this
system once it was explained to them. It' also hetped to create
trust and goodwill between Èhe researcher and the associate which

is imperative if this type of methodology is to be successful.

9 . First Nat,ions elect,ed politJ,cal represent,at,ives ( í. e. ,
Chief and Band Council), Elders, and/or tradítional
Ieaders must be given the opportunÍty to revíew any

report,, publicatíon, f iIm, video, exhibít,ion and other
vrork or materíals that result fron work undertahen in the
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com'|'unity. Many sociar science researchers frov¡n upon non-
scholars critiguing their work. However, ít has been my experience
t,hat this step is essential as ít ensures that sensitive maÈeriat
will remain confidential and that the researcher will pubtish
acceptable ínformation correctry. This process also herps to
create an atmosphere of trust and ensures that, the community

retains ownership over their s¡¡-ared knowledge. From my experience
this is one of the most important and appreciated tenants of
participatory research.

rn addition, once arr reports have been completed, it may be

useful to present your results to the community. There may be

people who cannot, or may not, read your report. I had the
opportunity in Nelson House to conduct a number of sride show

presentations to the Nelson House school. These presentations rJvere

well received and have allowed me a chance to share the resul-ts of
a participatory project with the conmunity. This, in turn, fosters
an atmosphere of trust, and ensures that I may become involved in
future research endeavors ¡¡ith Nelson House.

l-0. The outside researcher must be prepared to rearn a

great dear about, him or herself, and to learn along wl,th
the community about construct,Íng a project, based on

community participatory met,hodorogy. My work with Nelson

House has shown me that, participatory approaches require a

researcher to be flexible, patient and adaptable. These traÍts can

help the outside researcher to develop an understanding about his
or her social status in the research process. rn addition, r
learned hor^r my involvements as an outside researcher effect the
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conduct, of research associates. I also discovered how my

influences as an outside researcher affected the events whích

occurred during the research process. rn Nelson House, r learned
that patience is definitely a virtue. Things happen at different
speeds in the community than what I was used to. It. was necessaryr
at. times to pull a$tay and let event's and decisions unfold at their
ohrn speed and let Èhe associates themselves work out the details.
This aspect of removing oneserf from certain decision-making
aspects of the research was difficult, time consuming and ,ego-

reducing'. However, it was necessary at times. I had to learn what

my prace was in the research design. After all, this was not my

study any longer, but one that belonged to the community.

11. fhe outside researcher must be prepared to ¡rear a

number of different "hats" and t,o take on a mult,itude of
roles during the research process. rn my experience taking on

various roles seems to be the reality of conducting participatory
research. In the case of Nelson House, I often f,ound myself taking
on multiple roles. I would become the organizer, facilitator and

someÈimes even a trainer (hrith the interpreter). This multiple
role process involved a great amount of energy, control and

patience. In some cases I felt that my roles cane into conflict
with the methodology. For instance, the training of t'he

interpreter made me wonder if I Ì^ras removing the coltaborative
part of the process by taking too much cont,rol. Clarification of
these many roles at the beginning of the process may negaÈe

confusion or animosity.
In addition, outside influences also shape the dirnensions and
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imprementation of the participatory process and may effect the
roles of the outside researcher. For instance, the tragic death of
one of the principle associates in the community during data
col-lection brought the entire process to a halt. All research was

stopped for a considerabre length of t.ime, out of respect for the
family. This unforeseen tragedy influenced the timeline of the
research, leaving little time to complete the project before Èhe

end of my field season. r ended up discarding the participatory
process in the data analysís and report writing stages in order to
meet my o\^rn deadlines.

This illustrates the difficulty in maintaining methodological
purity in regards to participatory research. unrearistic time
frames, unforeseen constraint,s or developments in the comm¡nity,

and group dynamics all effect, the abilities of t.he researcher to
follow and support the principles of community,based participatory
research.

L2. rt shourd be stressed in alr correspondence with any
First l{ation cornmunit,y under study that, the research must
ínvolve a partnership or colraboratíon witb tbose ín
research and t,hose affected by the research. As has been

already stated, community-based participatory research is based on

the inclusion of those who are traditionally the researched in the
formulation of all research problems and proeedures which even

involves the inclusion of such detairs as giving nêrn/ ,,team-

specific" nanes to Èhose individuals being studied.
However, regardless of what terminology is used to convèy

that participatory research is a partnership, it is obvious that
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such research is still perceived by many First Nation communities
as simply serving the needs of those who paid for t.he research
rather than those who are participating in the research, and is
therefore viewed as being more manipulative than liberating.

However, this problem can be overcome by allowing research
associates to be involved in the actual formulation of the
research topic or idea rather than the researcher statíng his or
her intent and asking the community if they are interested in
having something like that done. My research in Nelson House was

conducted in such a manner. I had a meeting with both the Nelson
House Band Council and Community Economic Development Corporat.ion
to discuss my areas of expertise and let them telt me what they
would like to see accomplished. This approach seem to negaÈe the
often held view that research simply serves the needs of those who

i

conduct the research rather than those who are part,icipating in
tne research. I betieve the community viewed this study as being
more liberating than manipulative, since I was conducÈing research
which they created and wanted to see completed.

In this sense, the community-based research I participated in
rrùas r^ras not necessarily used to raise the consciousness of
Aboriginal peoples, but to raise that of the non-Aboriginal wor]d.
This arso removed me from Èhe serf-serving fate of blithely
ext'olIing the virtues of what my research could do for Aboriginal
people. rt arso prevented me from imposing my own methods,

structures and data collection procedures (without ever explaining
why they r,trere conducted in such a manner), and how they !üere

perceived to produce positive results. This paternalistic process

operates on Èhe assumption that researchers are the custodians of
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Aboriginal histories and curtural knowledge. rnstead, r am abre to
accentuate that the research r was a part,icipant in was part of a
larger social agenda which had the abirity to empo$rer the Nelson
House community by gaining additionar public support for their
partícurar goals and way of rife. Aboriginar communiÈies, by using
the knowledge and empowerment that community-based participatory
research revears, can educate the world and raIly support to their
issues and causes. This, in turn, can herp to reaffirm pride and
faith in their culture.

After having been given the ehance to explore the quality of
community-based participatory research wíth the cornmunity
colleagues in Nerson House, r berieve firmly that scientific
ínvestigation by outside researchers is onry beneficial to
.Aboriginal communities if, over time, Aboriginal communities can
profit from both the process as well as the resulÈs. r am certain
that some of my thoughts and recommendations mentioned here may
anger those researchers who are dedicated subscribers to the
manifesto of academic freedom or positivist approaches. Ho$rever,
Tn my brief experience as a resêarcher workíng with Aboriginal
people it has come to my attention that if one wishes to
successfully conduct cross-curturar research with Aboriginal
people, then the ideals of scholarship musÈ be balanced hrith the
needs of the people being studied. Likewise, in addition to the
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realization that we have responsibirities to those we study, iÈ is
more than apparent that academíc excellence depends on the respect
and Èhe utirization of the critiear abilities Native people
naturally possess in regards t'o research which intends to document
Nat'íve perspectives. vüithout this understanding, researchers wilr
lose their most valued experts and evaluators and possibly the
privilege of conducting studies in Aboriginal comnrunities.

Methods

conducting studíes based on conm*nity-based participatory
research principars often determines the methods used to gather
Èhe information needed to successfurly corlect t'he necessary data.
My experience has shown that certain methods do not work for
myself or the community, whÍIe other methods must be altered in
order to adapt to a given situation.

The forrowing offers some personal insights and, hopefulry,
some helpful hints in using certain methods within communiÈy-based
parÈicipat'ory research. r strongly caution the reader t.o approach
the following recommendations with two quarifications in mind.
First' my research experience with Native peopl_e has been
primaríly with the Rocky and swampy cree of Northern Manitoba. The
rerevance of such experience may not be applicabre to other
canadian Aboriginar groups such as the coastal Tribes of 8.c., the
rnuit t ot those who occupy the prairie regions. second, each of
the communities and every individuar r¿ithin those communities have
had different kinds and degrees of contact with the outside worrd.
As a result, the followíng reconmendat,ions are unlikely to
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describe with accuracy any one Native community or any one
situation that may arise with members of that Native community.
The generatizations that follow, then, are no more than that. That
being said, however, it remains criticar, in my view, that we
continue to collect other ,,recomnendations,, and ,,refrectionso frofir
researchers who are conducting studies within Native communities
as well as from members of those Native communities who have been
exposed to or who have participated irr community-based
participatory research. r sincerery believe thaÈ a publíshed
corlection of recommendations gathered from both researchers and
Native peopres from across canada would be an invaruable guide for
those pranning future field research in Native communities.
Therefore' to buird on the process, r would like to offer my o$r.
insights and recommendations to researchers based on my
experiences with the Rocky cree of Nelson House and the sv¡ampy
Cree of Cross Lake.

1- rt ís critícal that, non-AborigÍnar researchers realize,
underst,and and accept that, the rearíties of .aboriginal
world view are, for the most part, remarkably different
fron t,heir oïm. rt is also essentiaL that researchêrs respect
t'hese differences as being part of a viable, articulate, highry
developed and entirely valid reality which has helped sustain them
for thousands of years. Though Native people share with non_
Natives a universar desire to live healthy, happy and peaceful
lives, it has been my experience that we seldom share common
notions on how to implement or arrive at those desires. As a
resurt, it should not, be surprising that researchers and First
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Nations communities often have profound difficulties communicating
with each other.

Therefore, it is imperative that researchers approach

Aboriginal people with an expectation of considerable difference.
In addition, researchers must possess a sincere determination to
learn and accommodate aspects of Aboriginal spirituality and world
view. This, r believe is essentiar if the communication and

understanding between researchers and First Nation communities is
to begin.

2. It, ís unrealistic t,o expect homogeneity within aûy
First Nation communit,y. Researehers should not expect or assume

that all the inhabitants of a particular Native community share
the same perceptions, understandings or opinions. rnstead,
Àboriginal communities reflect the multiple realíties experienced
by different parties within the community. Many Aboriginal
communities dispray political, social, religious, geographic, and

economic divisions and to ignore these differences may complicate
the researchers study. For example, researchers should not assume

that all Native people follow traditional/spiritual r¡rays. Such an

oversight could anger those in the community who are members of
other denominations. similarly, there exists significant
differences in intra-cultural variability and degrees of
orientatíon to non-Aboriginat culture, which, if not taken into
consideration, could offend an individual, group or ent,ire
communj-ty. At the same Èime, it is imporLant that researchers
learn to develop a satisfactory rapport with the many different
elements within Aboriginal communities.
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3. [he researcher must acknowledge the inevitability of
spending J.arge amounts of time f acilit,ating the
part'icipation of diverse and possibry polarized groups of
people. community-based participatory research depends on

researchers who have the insight, sensitivity, and the diptomatic
skill-s to bring together participants who may differ in ideology,
livelihood and cultural orientat,ions. In addition, researchers
should be prepared to facilitate open discussions in order to find
common ground between opposing viewpoints. As a result, it may be

necessary to have some background in conflict resolution and be

willing to negotiate dissension.

4. ProfessLonar research terminorogy and scientific
eapressÍ.ons should be avoided ín all meet,ings, non-
professional reports and ot,her commuuíty interactions. This
is not meant to imply an aura of superioriÈy or disrespect on the
part of the researcher towards the intelligence of the community.

on the contrary, íL is meant to facilitate an easier way of
understanding each other without t.he need for unnecessary

technicar verbiage. rt must be kept in mind that the principle
Ianguage of many northern First Nation communities is not English,
and it is still typicar to find many individuars (particurarry
Elders) who do not speak any English. Therefore, it is desirable
for researchers, when corresponding or inÈeracting with community

individuars, to keep their technicar language to a minímum to
prevent. misunderstandings or confusion which could result in rifts
or barriers being formed bêtrâreen researchers and research
associates. Such consíderations will also enable translations to
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be more proficientry transcribed to non*Engrish speakers.

5- Researchers should not expect, nor t,ake f,or granted
Aboriginal participation in a research project. Aborigínar
people' due to a variety of reasons, are often unwilling to take
part in research studies. rt. is quite conmon for many potential
participants to feer they lack either the expertise or the
authority to take part in such studies. some simpry do not
understand why a person from one culture needs to colrect
information from a person of another curture merely out of
euriosity. others, especially those who have endured quantitative
research' quêstionnaires (which from this author's experíence are
not r^7e11 received in Nelson House or cross Lake), may expect to be
treat,ed as a typicar research subject presuming that the
researcher will do most of the work. stil1 others are or simply
become too busy to participate in any research.

However, despite the possibility of changing the minds of
those who decline to participate, it is not a good idea to pester
potential research associates or t.o bother those who drop out. ïn
addition, it is not advisable to ask other merrbers of t^he

community to attempt to coerce those unwilling to take part in the
research into altering thêir decisions. rf they wish to take part
or return to the study, they wíll!

sÍmilarly, one shourd keep in mind that in some Native
cultures it is not polite to talk about others within the
comrnunity when they are not present. This realization was brought
t.o light during many of my interviews. often r would approach a

participant and ask hi¡n/her a direct question such as ,,so and so
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tells me that it is difficurt to tan a hide in the sr¡rnmer because
of the bugs and heat." l,Iost of the time such questions were met
with either indifference or outright agreement. Later in the field
season r sometimes would find that the same person wouLd counter
what he had agreed T¡rith initially. Irlorried that r was getting
conflicting data from the tanners r decided to ask T,Íilliam Dumas
about Èhis predicament. He kindly info::ned me thaÈ it was the hray
r was asking the question. By stating the opinion of another
persons when asking a question r was putting the intervieu¡ee in a
difficult conundrum. rt is not considered polite for a person
being inÈerviewed (particularly by a stranger) to pubricry
disagree with another person about a particurar subject,
particularly if that person is considered more knowledgeable, lest
it get back via rumor to the person. smalr communities such as
Nelson House have to be very ar,,rare of keeping group Solidarity and
of conductíng good int'erpersonal rerationships because rumors and
innuendoes can "get around town with amazing speed in such a
cornmunity" (Dumas, pers. comm., 1996). Therefore a guestion such
as "r hear from so and so that it is going to be a wet sunmer?,,
wourd be better asked, "r wonder if it is going to be a wet
summer?" As petty as this example may seem to some, it r4ras an
important revelation that helped my research methods and therefore
benefited my overall study. rt should be noted that there are many
other probable related issues yet to be pointed out as they are
very subtle or completely overlooked.

6. Upon arival in the community, the
in¡rediatety visit the band offices and

researcher should
make certain tbat,
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ühe chief,, Band counserors, and other necessary staff
members are not,ified about t,he researchers presence within
tbe conmunity. A personar introduction is not, only a porite and
respectfuL courtêsY, but it also can provide the researcher with
an instant updaÈe on research eonditions within the cornmunity. rt
also a110ws the researcher an opportunity to fix any problems that
may require urgent attention. rn addition, the Chief, council and
Band office staff can be a researchers best resource and guide to
the intricaeies of the community. rt is always a good idea to
become personarly familiar wit,h the representatives of the
community and èo allow them an immediate chance to try and
understand you.

7 - Researchers should not use cameras, vídeo or t,ape
recorders to record ceremonÍes sueh as sweat rodges, sun
dances, tobacco offerings, ldedÍcíne lÍheers, porr lfows or
otber sensit'ive spíritual traditíons unless it is allowed
by the actuar person or persons conducùíng the rÍt,uars.
Participant consent forms should be signed by those conducting the
ceremonies as well as those participating in the ceremonies. rt is
also inadvisable to take photos or videos, or to physicalry
inspect ceremonial structures, even if the actual ceremony is not
in progress. Keep in mind that these ceremonies and structures are
sacred, and this includes Èhe ground they stand on. Any photos or
physical inspection can be considered a desecration of spiritual
artifacts. Because sites and structures should be respected, ask
and get written permission before approaching them.
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8- Do not croíster yourself off from the com¡nunity or
spend all your tíne at, one locat,ion in the cornrnuníty. It is
most important to become visible within the community by visiting
the band offices, committee meetings (when invited),
communications, postal outlet, conmerciar businesses, and

restaurants. rnteraction with the population can help break the
often cool reception many researchers initially experienee upon

arrival in the community, and can help to make certain Índividuals
less suspicious of your research moÈives. In addition, constant
visibility will increase your knowledge of the community and can

create situations which will aid your research. For instance, r
have found that "hanging around" the local- coffee shop or
restaurant can provide a valuable source of information and

contacts. Such chance meetings have been important to my research.
At the same time, do not expect to be treated or viewed as a

member of the community. It must always be remembered that you are
a visitor. However, by remaining visible, you will become less
threatening to the population at rarge which will make your stay
more enjoyable and fruitful.

9. Do not, expect, Aboriginal people to give you advice,
even when it is asked f,or. It is often the fegular practice of
researchers arriving in Nelson House to ask people for advice,
especially that pertaining to the proposed study. However, more

often than notr they are met with índifference and noninvolvement.
This situation even occurs with research associates and can cause
no ê¡¡-d of frusÈration and difficurty for the researcher.

Therefore, it is advisabre to attempt a different approach.
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v[ithout going into the reasons why r feel NaÈive peopre seem to
dislike the idea of giving advice, let me simply suggest a new

course of action. rnstead of asking an individuar for an

evaluation or recommendation on a particular subject, it may be

advisable to merely summarize the various problems or components

which must be studied in order to come to a decision. rn this
sense' the researcher expresses Èhe problems indirectly and then
remains silent until the individual feels comfortable enough to
reveal his/her view on the various problems to be considered. In a

wây, this process is akin to discovering opinions and

recommendations through consensus. This method can also be used Ín
decision-making situations. Nevertheless, such an approach does

involve some obvious time consuming problems, though, I have found
in my field research that this approach is far more productive and

naturally comfortable for many Aboriginal people.
An example of this from my own research involved Èhe process

of asking questíons in an ínterview. since r was a non-Native,
outsider coming into a remote Native community to conduct
research, I was always conscious of how little I realIy knew about
my subject. For that reason, r often attempted to ask advice,
especially concerning what factors affected the tanning process.
More often than not, r wourd be confronted by brank stares or
responses of " r don't kno¡^r." sometimes, r would even be answered
by long seemingly incoherent stories which often didn't appear to
have anything to do with t,anning. Many times r fert myself
slipping into a frustrate state of confusion resulting from what
appeared to be indifference or what Ross (1992) refers to as ,,the

ethic of non-invorvement." r puzzled over this for some time.
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Eventually I realized that if r asked direct questions such as ,,is
it best to do x ?o or "Do you think x is better than y ?,, the
response r¡as arways the samei ,,you could" or ,,that might be good,,
or even "maybe." occasionally r woul_d even ask ,,is technique x
better than y" which would ericit ê ,,yes, response. r would then
ask the opposite to the question ,,is technique y better than x.,,
Many times r would receive another "ya",, ans!ûer which would cause
great confusion and frustration. Eventually I realized that ít was
the way r was asking the question that was at faulÈ, not the
Aboriginar response. r therefore took a different approach
borrowed from Rupert Ross (rgg2) and .did not ask for advice, or
even for a recommendation. rnstead, r spoke out Jorld about, the
various factors which had to be considered ín coming to a
decision, as if r !{ere reviewing them for my own benefit.', (p.zl)
r merely let the questions pose themselves, without ever directly
suggesting them. Eventually, people began to offer their opinions
often after long silences urhich r would simpry have to endure. r
ultimately rearned that if r jumped into the discussion that the
conversation would end. The discourse could not be rushed, nor
could anyone be interrupted as they t,hought out roud.

ln t'his wâY, I became a better listener and f realized that
from my listening the people became more talkative. r would often
have to endure long narratj-ons and stories which seemed totally
disconnected from what $re vrere orÍginally talking about. over time
r began to understand that their recitations often revealed
certain facts that the speaker thought were more significant than
others. If r concentrated enough on those facts, they often led ¡ne

towards one sort of conclusion and showed me an entirery new way
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to view a particular topic. Typically, r courd not sort out the
meaning of things r had been told until some time had passed.

Nothing was immediatet

This example of how the cultural realities of an Aboriginal
group can affect t,he methods one has chosen to do research.
However, with slight modificaÈions one can overcome these

'barrÍers.' r feel that the method of participatory-observation
lends itself to modífícations which overcome such cul-tural
obstacles such as described above and therefore validates this
choice as a method in this particular study.

10. Do not expect Aborigínal people to keep to your
expected pace or to f,ollow your stríct schedules. Many

seasoned researchers are famiriar with the often misused and

misinterpreted term "rndian time" when referring to the Native
approach to time. To many researchers, this time concept alludes
to the Native communitíes seemingly relaxed and casual

indífference to deadlines and schedules. However, r believe
researchers shourd look at time-frames with more practical
insight. For instance, I believe that this time orientation is an

example of the process by which Native people prêpare for new

tasks or situations by thoroughly thinking things through and

refusing to act until the moment ís absolutellz right.
This desire to ant.icipate, adjust, and act only when the

situations or condiÈions are appropriate is very foreign to most

non-Native researchers who will attend a meeting at eight o'clock
sharp despite the fact that they may be entirery unprepared. with
this in mind, it becomes imperative that researchers refrain from
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being pushy and accept the fact that some things may not happen

quickly. The key to success is to curb impatience and adjust your

schedule t'o theirs.

11. Any time a tradit,ional <rr spiritual elder shares
his./her ínsíghts with a researcher, it, is customary ín
¡nany Cree communÍ.ties, out of respect and apprecÍat,ion, to
offer that erder t,obacco. rn many cree communities, tobacco is
considered to be one of the sacred herbs of their wor1d. Elders,
hearers and medicinemen use tobacco in a number of spiritual
ceremonies as well as to treat disease, to seaJ- agireements and for
enjoyment. As a result, it is most advantageous for researchers to
c.atty pouches of tobacco or packs of cigarettes with them at, all
times, since it is sometimes impossible to knohr when one will meet

an elder during the course of research.

Of course, not all Aboriginal elders use or smoke tobacco so

it ís advisabre to ask if the erder is a traditional who uses

tobacco. rn those circumstances it is wise to bring other items

such as socks, scarfs, cups, knives or other practical materials
to present to the eLder. fn addition, it may be useful for
researchers Èo become familiar with Native Spiritua,lity by

reviewing the l-iterature before beginning data collection.

'J-2. Do not rely on tbe goodwi.ll of the local inhabit,anùs to
províde you t'uith bot,h accoÍrmodatíon and transportation. It
is acceptabLe to utilize local room and board if it is offered.
Hourever, it is wise to have a back-up plan in case the
accommodations faII through or become unavailable. For instance,
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the reliance on taxi cabs (in those communities that have them) is
less than desirable for researchers. My personal experience with
cabs in Native communities has been that Èhey are notoriously
expensive, often unreliable and usually unavailable when needed.

rhis has the potential to bog dol'rn any research project and can

seriously effect its outcome. Therefore, the inclusion of either a

personal or rental vehicle (and its various and sundry expenses)

should be factored into many research or grant proposals.
The same is true for accommodations such as hotels, motels,

trailers or rental units. For the most part, these types of
lodging are extremely expensive. staying with someone in the
community is far more advantageous. However, it is not uncommon

for these types of accommodations to falr through during the
course of a research project. Therefore, it is always desirable to
have a backup residence (perhaps even a tent) for emergencies.

13. Àlways arrive in a community with sufficíent funds to
cover ant,Ícipat'ed expenses as lr¡ell as unexpected.

emergencies. On the surface this statement may seem to be rather
obvious. However, all too often researchers have run into
unforeseen expenses and embarrassing cash flow problems that can

effect the outcome of the research. Even with Èhe advent of bank

"interac" cards and credit cards, access to emergency funds is far
more difficult in Aboriginal communities than what many

researchers are used to. For instance, I was recently surprised to
learn that in one particular community the usage of my credit eard
was impossible because all the local businesses, retail stores,
and the toïrns soritary bank onry accepted its competitor. This
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development could have been devastating if the bank hadn,t been a
branch of my particular financial institution. As a result, it is
wise to get in touch with the area's financial establishments and

set up arrangements for possible emergency scenarios.

L4, conduct,ing research during certain parts of the year
eatr be bot,b frustrating and unproductive. In Nelson House the
stxnmer months are the times when festivals, por,v wows, weddings,

and spiritual ceremonies proliferate. rt is not uncommon for
researchers to lose momentum and have their research seriously
delayed as research assistants and their farnilies partake in the
various events of the summer. rf it is at all possibre, research
conducted over the months of April, May and early June shourd be

considered.

rn addition, hunting seasons shourd be noted. rn my research,
fall was a difficult time to get people to conduct interviews as

this is the traditional time to hunt moose. Often, entire families
move out to camps while the men hunt. This makes locating families
difficult and arduous. rn Nerson House, as in other aboriginal
communities, a researcher should be aware that all times of the
year are busy times and he or she should simply factor in delays
to any research design. Tn addition, hunting, trapping, fishing,
and berry-picking times shourd be immediately noted before a

researcher ventures into t,he fie1d.

15. Methods such as participant,-observat,ion seem to be far
more accept,ed and preferred in lÍelson House over ot,her
met,hods of research such as intervíews and questionnaíres,
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and sbour-d be seriousry considered in any research that,
involves Native human subjects in t,bis communiù,y. It has

been my experience with the Rocky Cree of Nelson House that
participant-observation is less intrusive than many other methods

of field research. As a result, far more data is able t'o be

collected because the individuars beíng studied will be more

comfort,able, responsive and wíIling to share their knowledge. This
method is akin to traditional teaching techniques. As a resulÈ, it
is a familiar way for the Cree to impart knowledge to those

interested in learning since many cree use a similar method to
teach their young. I gained most of my useful data using this
method and eventually ceased doing interviews altogether. r
believe that researchers doing fierd studies on the people of
Nelson House, and possibJ-y other cree groups, should seriously
consider this method of data collection if applicable.

16. Dati.ng Aborigrinal co-'nuníty members should be avoided
while doing research ín First, Nations comnunities. There

are too many problems (for both the community and the researcher)
in attempting to date people from First Nation communities while
doing research. r have wiÈnessed researchers attempt to daÈe

Aboriginal members of the opposite sex only to have members of the
community or jealous boyfriends or girlfriends become upset with
the motives of the researcher. rn one case, a jealous girlfriend
of an Aboriginal male who was being courted þy a female researcher
actually physically threatened the researcher which nearly put an

abrupt end to the researclrers fieldwork. The RCMP was called ín
but there \Àras nothing they really could do. It was suggested,
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however, that the researcher leave the community as a safety
precaution. These type of situations are uneccessary and put
unnecessary strains on both the researcher and the community. This
difficult siÈuation could have been avoided if the researcher had

kept her hormones in check! Not only does such a situatíon make it
difficult for the researcher to conduct her field studies, but it
can also make it difficult for other researchers who are
conducting work in the same communities.

Concluding Comments

From the pers¡rective of the researcher, First Nation
communities can benefit greatly from their partícipation in
research studies. They can with little expense to themselves learn
much that will be valuable to the preservation and enhancement of
t.heir way of life.

Conversely, from the communities perspect,ive, researchers
must recognize that they are invited quests. rt is important for
researchers to keep in mind that it is a privilege to be able to
conduct research in First Nation communities. rherefore, it is
always advisable for resea-rchers to judge all of their actions and

research methods and methodologies through this consideration.
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